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?,y Susan Patterson 
State University College at Brockport, New York 
This study was. designed to determine if the fine 
,,i. 
motor skills o'f three young Down- a Syndrom(t children ,.function-
...... _ ""' 
ing ~lOW' average in manual dex.t',erity skills could be 
improved through a systematic training program.. The 
selected subjects ware met individually for thirty minutes a 
day., fcnir daytt ~E week (Monday througl\ Thursda.~}, for a 
pe11iod'. o.f· se'.V'E!n weeks.. Each child was trained by ,re)peated 
practice on ten specific taskS involving arm, hand, and 
finger manipulation •. subjective data recorded during each 
session by the investigator indicated that, generally, all 
three 111ubje!,=tlt appeared to imp:rove on the manual dexterity 
tasks. 'l"haae results were supported by gains generally 
found in the Purdue Pegboard, the Crawford Small Parts 
Dexterity Test, and the Stranberg Dexterity Test which were 
administered prior to and at the ~anpletion of training. 
However, limitations of the study prohibit the conclusion 
that improvement was.due to the systematic training program 
employed in the study. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Down's Syndrome (Mongolism) constitutes the largest, 
" 
single identifiable, clinical category of mental retardation. 
This group represents approximately one-third of the train-
able mentally retarded population. From ten to twenty 
percent of profoundly mentall§' retarded children are of this 
etiological cla.asif~cation with an average Intellectual 
Quotient (IQ) ,between twenty-five and forty-nine~ 
Down's ,Syndrome (DS) in,fp.nt;f1·,. a~ a g~<?~Pr ,demonstrate 
a 4eyelopmenta.l ,lag in motor performance as early' as six 
mont}'ls of .age in compa~ison to the norJ1!8,l infant. At six 
. t 
mon~hs of age ~he D~' child is already ~wo months behind the 
norma1 child in motor pe;forman~e. By ·the time :the infant 
r~aches one year of age he o~ she is four to five months 
be-low ~oJ,;mal chron6logical age expectation. By the fifth 
~ear of lffe, the child is apprOX.imately two years behind 
+ 
and unable to.perform such specific tasks as buttoning a 
shirt or riding a tricycle. 1 Also at this chronul~e 
"', 
-.., 
1K~rl Fishler, Jack B. Share, and Richard KocW, 
"Adoptation of Gesell Developmental Scales £:or Eva,lua};1.on of 
Development. in Children with Down's Synqrome '(Mongp11.'sm), .. 
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, E:)81643,, ,1964; ·s·e~ also 
Janet Carr, 11 Mental and Motor Development in Young Mongoloid 
CJ:lildren, 11 Jow::.nal of Mental Deficiencies Research, 14: 209, 
-1-
.. 
.. 
2 
gross eye-hand coordinat1on is qufte poor and hand-movements 
are uhsteady.2 
Investigators have reP(?rted that'overall gross motor 
skilis,of the DS child are also'below those of the normal 
child and non-OS retarded child. 3 DS individuals also are 
inferior· to non:-os individuals in ta'sks involving fine motor 
discrim1nation ana cohtrol. 4 In addition to fine ahd gross 
motor skills, -the DS child does not appear as> physically 
1970; see ar~o Jack B. Share .. and Ronald w. French, "Guide-
lines of Early .Metor Develo:pment in Down• s Syndrome 
Children for Parent's and Teachers." Special Children, 1(2): 
63-64, Fall 1974. 
2Mary M. Thompson, "Psyehological Characteristics 
Relevant to the Pre-School Mongoloid Child." Mental Rf.itar-
da tion, b 14~, 1963, 
3sensina, J. Pertejo, "La Escuela Metrica de osertsky 
Paraclexamen de la Motorica," Rev, Psycho!. Gen. Apl, 539-53, 
1950, as quoted in Behavioral Abstracts, 26:6283, 1952; see 
also Gerard J. Bensbe,:g and Gordon N. Cantor, "Reaction Time 
in Mental Defectives with Organic-and Familial Etiology," 
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 62i537, 1957; see 
also Kenneth R. Blessing, "The Range of Mongoloid in Train-· 
able Classes," American aournal of Mental Deficiency, 63: 
3:J.~,. 1959; see also Robert B. Kugel and David Regue, .. A 
Comparis'on of Mongoloid Children, 11 Journal of American 
Medical Association, 175:961, 1961; see also Bryant J. 
Cratty, '1The Per~pj:.ual-Motor Attributes of Mentally 
Retarded Children and Youth," Mental Retardation Services 
Board of Los Angeles County, 6:45-50, August 1966. · 
~ Q •I' 
. 
4Robe~t H. Cassel, "Relation of Design Reproduction 
to the Etiology of Mental-Defectives," Journal of Consulting 
Psychology, 131427, 1949; see also Beates Hermelin and N. 
O'Connor, "Shape Perception and Reproduction in Normal 
Children and Mongol and Non-Mongol Imbeciles," Journal of 
Mental Deficiencies Research, 5:71, 1961; see also Robert M. 
Knights, Brian R. Atkenson, and Jo~eph A.· Hyman, "Tactual 
Discriminatioh and Motor Skills in Mongoloid and Non-Mongo-
loid Retardates and. Normal Children,'" American Journal'. of 
Mental Deficiency, 71:899-, 1967. 
3 
fit5 or have as fast reaction ~imes6 as other i~tarded 
individµals. 
The .. DS 9hil:d, saj:fers the additiona,.l burden of being 
born with brain injury where pathology: to tqe c~nt+al. 
nervous syste~ contributes to poor motor deve~opment. 7 Also, 
poor motor skills of th~ DS child are attributed to 
hypotonia.s The lack of muscle tone is tentatively relatep 
I 
to a sma.J.;J.er cerebellum or to c~r~bellar impairmept (not yet 
verifi';\d). 9 In~s~ig?tors pave .d~mQnstrated that the brain-
stem and cerebellum of DS children are considerably smaller 
than those of ·~~~1 children.lo 
} 
A disproportionate number of Down•s Syndrome children 
sL •. 'r. Hilliara and Brian H. Kirman, "Down• s Disease 
(Mongolism)," Mental Deficiency, London: J. and A. Churchill 
Ltd., 'PP• 449-83~, 1957. "' 
6G. BerkSon, "An Analysis of Reaction Time in Normal 
and Mentally Retarded Young Men," Journal of Mental Defici-
encies Research, 4:59-67, 19£0. 
7 qharles w·. Telford and James M. sa.wrey, The Excep-
_ tional Individual,. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. pp. 254-$S, 
1912. 
8N. O'Connor and Beate F. Hermelin, Speech and 
Thougbt in ~evere Subnormality, New York: Macmillan Co., 
p. 101, 1963; see also Hilliard and Kirman, lac. cit.; see 
a;tso ~ .H. J.<i~an, "Epilepsy in Mongolism, .. Archives of 
Disease in Childhood, 26:501-3, 1951. 
9Brian ,H. Kinnan,. "Epilepsy ,in ~Qngol·is,m," Archives 
ot Disease ,in Childhood, 26:501-3, 1951. 
lDt. Crome, Valerie -Cowie, and Eliot' Slater, "A 
Statistical Note on Cerebellar and Brain.Stem at Eight in 
Mongolism," Journal of Mental Deficiencies Research, 10:71-
·2, 1966. ' " 
4 
have skeletal deformities vhich could po~sibly c;ontribute to 
inferior motor behav~Qr anQ it has bee~ £ound that DS 
children are significa~~ly retarded .in measures 9~ linear 
growth and asse~sed skel~tal age .w~n can.pared to norD)Als of 
the same chrono1~;ca1 ~ge and sex. ~~al factors for 
defective motor patterns may be (1) the chax:_acteristics of 
the DS individual's growth ,P.att~rn~, (2) ,lack of ~o~ivation 
in an instit~tional sett~ng, (3) inapproprifte reinforcement 
techniques for maximal development of potential motor 
- . abilities., and (4) possible regression ip.,motor patt;.erns due 
to associat~on with intellectually subnormal pee~s or 
models. 11 
Knowledge concerning individual~ with DS in.dicates 
that expected mental development will ordinarily allow no 
more advanced econanic endeavor than employment in a 
sheltered workShop. 12 
Great accuracy of moto~ control is rarely achieveq.,· 
and even ·those with higher mental ages have imperfect 
motor control.~.Most mongoloids are unable to help in 
any trade requiring1!killed motor control. This limits their usefulness ••• 
This finding is supported by researchers who have demonstrated 
that DS adults have imperfect fine motor control which ~imits 
llJames Stiehl, 0 The Motor Abilities of Children with 
Down's Syndrome," UnpUblished Thesis1 Universl.ty of 
California at Lqs Angeles, 1973. 
12{!.D. Bud Fredericks, "A Comparison of the Doman-
Delacato Method and Behavior Modificatio~ Method Upon the 
Coordination of Mongoloids," Teaching Research Project #RD 
2753-P-68, PP• 3-22, Ja~uary 1969. 
13G. Berkson, loc. cit. 
5 
their ~conanic useful~ess. 14 Sheltered workshop p~sonnel 
who work with adult DS individuals have ccmment~d on the 
di~ficult;y,in their ability to synchronize bqth.~ds. 15 
Further thos~ with Inte~lectual Quotients below si~y·ha~ a 
marked inapility to.per~orm taskS involving manual dexterity. 
It is reported that DS subjects are inferior to_qormals 
matched on m~ntal age on tactile=discrimination tasks. 
While more research is needed. the lack of muscle coordi-
nation anq ~oor m~tor aevelopmept seem to play a major role 
.. 
in preventir}g :tl:1! D...S adult fraa even limited econanic use7 
fulness in the majority of sheltered worksh9~ activitie~. 16 
~pl~ent of DS _persons has not beep ?f major 
concern,i~ years past because of high mortality rate.during 
~ > 
17 infan!=Y and~ear~y childhood. Diseases o~ the respiratory 
organs an~ the heart-were among the major causes of death. 
These diseases in. the past extracted a high death toll 
among the Down's Syndrome population. However, with improved 
medical attention and the use of antibiotics the span of 
life oft.he Down's indivivtlaL has .been increased. 18 over the 
14T.M. Foreman, "The Mongoloid Child-Behavioral 
Description,~·. Special Education in Canada, 41: 11, 1967; 
see also Fred~ricks, loc. cit, 
15Gordpn N. ~antor and Chalmers L, Stacey, 0 Manipu-
lative Dexterity in Mental Defectives, 11 American 'Journal of 
Mental Deficiency, 56s408, 1951. 
l6Foreman, loc. cit.; see also Fredericks, loc, cit. 
17Fr!!<!tericks, ·10Q,, cit. 
18Abraham Levinson and J. Bigler, Mental Retardation 
7· 
i~stitutionaliZinq the trainable mentally retarded.,2-3 When-
ever possible, DS per~ons should eith!tr li,"Y!9 at home or 
maintain contact with tbeir families. It is essential that 
OS ,persons be regularly,.employedJ t~us supe~vis~d workshops 
provide one solut.ion for these 9ccupational problems. 
Measures to secure adequate workshop facilities 
have alreaqy been upde~take». The Vocational Rehabilitati,on 
"' "' 1''¥ q. { 
Act of 1965 authorized a caaprehensive program.of federal 
financial a$sistance for state planning qf rehabilitat~o~ 
and workshops,.zor ~he construction of new sheltered w9rk-
shops,. and for the imprQvement of existing workshops•' 
Special provisions,were 11\8.de for the mental~~ retarded to 
perm1t·the,inclusion of residential facilities. 24 Exp~nding 
the Act ofi 1965, the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
provided for individualized rehabilitatio~ Rrograms for the 
severely disabled, and authori2;.ed state vocational rehabili-
tation agencies to·make feder~l 1Jl8tching funds,~vailabl~ for 
meeting the costs.of constructiQn and equipping r~habili-
ta~ion~facilities, including tbe exPl\nsion ,nd remodeling 
of existing buildings and, ~l)e, pu,chase,, of workshops ~nd 
facilities for work evaluation and personal and work adjust-
ment. The Act also provided grants for programs and 
23samuel A. Kirk,_Educating Exceptional Children, 
Bostons Haughton-Mifflin Co., p. 226, f~62. ' 
24Marvin Rosen, "Rehabilitation, Research, and 
Follow-Op 'Within the Ins.ti tutional Setting,•• Mental Retar-
dation, S(S)s 7-11, October 1967. " 
8 
construction plaqping,,,initia!- s1;affing (for four years, 
., 
. -
three montJ,~ l r~sideQ1;j.c\,l ac;,camnodations for .me~~lly 
retarded w9rk~s a~d those with severe mobility problems, 
and training servi'C!es directed toward career advancem~nt.25 
Further; to amend tbe Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 
Public Law :195-602. cited as the ''Rehabilitation, Comprehen-
sive. .services, and Developmental-Disabilities Amendment of 
1978,".provi"ded for a commun~ty service employment program 
for handicapped individual&, ~nd canprehensive services for 
independent li'Ying"for handicapped individuals. 26 With 
workshops expanding, there ·1s a need to prepare DS adults to 
function effectively in a sheltered worksho'pa but with 
limited intelligence and poor coordination, per:formance is 
prohibited. 
There is sane evidence that the indivi<!baaL with DS 
can reach· a suitable le,vel. of mantpulative skill. Langdon 
oawn27 found that the manipulative ability 6£ DS indi~tduals 
is deficient: but can·be strengthened by·a systemati'C train-
ing program. Fux:ther, Fort28 suggested that training should 
begin at seven years old and even younger. 
25Goldenson, loc. cit. 
29 Fredericks 
26Ptlblic Law 95-602, 92 STAT. 2885, November 6, 1978. 
27Langdon H. Down, ""Observat!ons- oh ari Ethnic Classi-
fication of Idiots,·.. London Hospital: uecture i Reperts, 3: 2 59, 
1866. . 
28samuel H. Fort, "The Training of an Idiotic Hand," 
Association of Medical Officers and American Institutions for 
Idiotic and Feebleminded Persons Proceedings, p. 547, 1895. 
·�·. 
·n-a specific nine-week experimental study compared
.. the Ooman-Oelacato Method and a structured physical 
Teducation program plus behavior modification methods and 
.; found the Doman-Delacato Method improved the coordination 
9 
of the young DS individual. In his study 'he assumed that 
· · ·1mproved coordination during childhood will improve the os
( individual's coordination as an adult and thus improve their
�-,. 
vocational potential. Several studies demonstrated that 
I ' 
'· after two years of training �n sheltered workshops,
successes can be-achieved in various manua1 dexterity 
skills.30
Part of the difficulty which individuals with DS 
have with learning skills that are necessary for workshop 
employment is the inability to effectively perform tasks 
which involve manual dexterity. If manual dexterity tasks 
can be broken down to fine motor components rather than the 
acquisition of the total motor pattern, task performance 
� 
may increase, and perhaps more trainable mentally retarded 
OS individuals will 'be able to accomplish" specific manual 
dexterity tasks. 
2°9Fredericks, '10c. cit. 
30J. Tizard and F.M. Loos, "T.he Learning of a 
Spatial Re_lations Test by Adult Imbeciles," American 
Journal of Mental Deficiency, 59186, 1954; see also Clarke 
and Hermelin, loc. cit. 
Summary 
Ii; has. beep demonstrated that the-o~ mar\.i(est a 
progressive developmenta) l?g 1~ mo~or pe~f9rmanpe inc~-
10 
. parison to ;th!:! normal ingiv~dua:J.'t Not on).y i~ the DS 
indiyidual below hi~ intellectual normal counterpart in gross 
and fine moto~ skllls, but may also be bel~ the non-OS 
trainable mel!,tally retarded. Possible,factors .attr.J.buting 
to poo~ motor performa~ce of DS individuals a~e skeletal 
deformiti_es anq. braj.n injury. 
As a .re;~lt· ... of ·poor .motor perfopnance, DS :\,ndividual 
economic usefuln~ps is gre~tly limited, In the past, 
employment of OS inoividuals was- qot ot COI\.cern to.the 
community due to ~he short life -expectanc,y of the os. 
However, ~it;.h improved, medical attention their span of life 
has been increased. It has been noted that the trainable 
mentally'retarded must be placed in the least restrictive 
environment. thus more will be in the community which poses 
a problem for the general public. With the increasing 
number of DS individuals it is necessary to provide sheltered 
workshops for the D~ as is stated and provided for in the 
Vocational Rehabilitation Acts of 196531 and 197332 • 
Having workshops available, consequently one must 
prepare the Down•s Syndrome population to reach a suitable 
level of manipulative skill to be employed. It has been 
31 Rosen, lac. cit. 
32Goldenson, lac. cit. 
r demon::trated in Frederick's study that successes can be 
~ 
i 
11 
' r achieved in manual dexterity skilis through systematic train-
F 
ing programs for the trainable mentally retarded adolescent. 
··. While training programs have been initiated for the adoles-
cent- and adult OS, no 'reported program ·for the younger DS 
individual has been researched. It has been suggested by 
many professionals that training_~an begin as young as seven 
years of a~e. To date, no rese?rch could be found that 
applied to this suggestion. It is necessary to break down 
.at, 
manual dexterit1l_flkills to less complexity in a training 
program to increase the motor performance of DS individuals. 
If the acquisition of these patterns can be improved, 
possibly the DS will be successful on specific tasks 
req~ired for sheltere~ workshop employment. 
Statement of the Problem 
'The purpose of'this study was to investigate whether 
the fine motor performance of the young trainable mentally 
retarded" child with Down• s Syndrome could be ·improved through 
training on specific manual dexterity tasks. The selected 
Subjects were trafned· l5y 'repeated pra·ct:ice •On ten ·Specifj:c 
tasks involving arm, hand, and finger manipulation. The one 
main question in this study was the following: Would this 
training program improve the motor performance of DS 
subjects as determined by results on the manual dexterity 
tasks? 
12 
· Importance of the Study 
The results of this study woulg determine if manual 
~ -! dexterity skills of ns could be improved at an early age. If 
' l 
~ the results were positive, a specific training program·as 
' • ~ presented in this study could be utilized in a school setting. 
4 ·~ 
Limitations of the Study 
An important aspect in.any investigation is the 
consideration of the factors and variables that could 
.... 
possibly effect its internal ~nd external validity. 1'.s is 
• .. ,,Ii :,.. 
apparent in the-review of literature pre$ented in the next 
of fine motor ski+ls, and it would·be impossible to·control 
all of these in a case study.of motor performance. Some of 
the factors tpat cqul~ 'influence motor performance during the 
training period and certain other limitations of the study•s 
design are discussed below. 
1. It _is realized that th~ time spe·nt in training 
(thirty minutes each day, four days a week) covered only a 
small por~~on of the total seven weeks of the training 
period. Fine mote~ fun~tions taking place at home, on the 
street, and in the cla~sroom are ~ertainly of significance, 
but could not be controlled in the study. 
2. It i.s realized that the setting ann methods 
employed in this study limited the generalizability of 
eventual findings. The population of the study was lir:iitef:i 
to three DS boys, ages ntt1.e to twelve, enrolled in public 
school. 
13 
3., The implem.ent.ati,on of the treatment was 
undoubtedly influenced by the investigator's personal style 
and idiosyncrasies of teaching and momentary intuitions. 
4. Another limitation of the study with respect to 
causality of changes was the fact that no control group was 
included. It is not certain that the results in this study 
were due to the treatment or oth~r factors. However, to 
allow for analysis of this type; a second group would have 
been necessary that would receive another particular train-
.. 
ing other than tha~ employed in this study. 
--
Definition or clarification of Terms 
For the purpose of this study, the terms presented 
below are defined or clarified as follows1 
Dawn's syndrome. A genetic disorder, usually not 
inherited, in which there is an error in cell division. 33 
Manual Dexterity, The ability to make controlled 
manipulations of objects involving arm, hand, and finger 
movements. 34 
Performance~ The measure of a child's skill on a 
distinct motor task. 35 
Trainable Mentally Retarded, As determined by the 
Stanford-Binet Individua~ Intelligence Test, those who score 
33Fredericks, loc. cit. 
34Edwin A. Fleishman,, The Structure and Measurement 
of Physical Fitness, New Jerseys Prentice~Hall, pp; 23-4, 
1964. 
35Daniel Zachofsky, "The Effects of Extrinsic 
frqm twenty-five to forty-nine are termed "trainable, .. J6 
einforcement Upon the Motor Performance of 
Learning Disabled Children on a, Sele,c,ted Motor Task," 
Unpublished Thesis, State University Col-:te'ge of New York at 
Brockport, 1974, 
14 
J6Rick A, Heber, "Manual on Terminology and Classi-
ication in Mental Retardation," American Journal of Mental 
eficienc Mon oloid Su lement, 6J1214, 1958, 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OP LITERATURE' 
In this chapter, literature pertaining to the 
~ ~ 
• performance of the trainable mentally retarded with Downs 
Syndrome (DS) on fine motor skills is reviewed. 
one of the most recent investig~t1ons on the. motor 
development of DS individualt was conducted by Share and 
! ~ 
....... ..- . 
French.l Spec~fically, fran the information collected on 
*' 
fine motor skills, Shar,e and French demonstrated that the 
fine motor skills of DS children are inferior to those of 
the intellectually normal. The Down's child not only has 
deficit motor skills, but also there is a gradual but 
steady discrepancy in subsequent progress. For instance, 
DS infants are slightly below the normal motor pattern of 
development during the fitst six months of life. ~Y the 
time infants reach one year of age they are often develop-
mentally four to five months behind normal chronological 
age performance. This lag nearly doubles by the time 
children reach their second birthday. In this investigation 
scores were given for selected developmental landmarks, 
lJack B. Sha.re and Ronald w. French .. Guideiines of Early .:Mot.or ·Development in oown•·s Syndrome ~hil~ren for 
l?arents· and\ Teachers,.. Special Children, 1(2):61-65, Fall, 
1974. 
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(for example, transf,;ring objects in hands, walking 
unsupported, dressing self into simple garments; etc.) in 
canparison to the age of onset of Gefiell normals. (based on 
the Gesell �velopmental schedules2 ) to Down's Syndrome 
l subj�cts. Directly related to fine motor skills, the Down's 
;\ infant� tbree months beh�nd the intellectually normal 
when transferring objects from one hanq to another. 
Further, at four years of age, the Down's child was already 
two years behind a normal child in drawing or i�itating a 
circle. This �tudy pointed out that there exists a w�de ---
variation in the age of onset on.the mo�or .landmarks 
contributing to indiv;dual differences such as various 
genetic �eterminers, phyQical status, socio-econanic ba�k­
ground, h�e,versus instit�tional care, and a host of other 
variables apparently accounting for the range in motor 
developnent. 
A study by Berkson3 presented a s�ries of experi­
ments to analyze reaction time in sjmple manual dexterity 
and visual tasks. In this study, a reactiop time (RT) 
technique was empl�yed to determine whether i�telligence is 
related to psychological functions involved in RT situations 
which vary·· in complexity. Four experimental procedures 
2Arnold Gesell, Henry M. Halverson, Helen Thompson, 
Frances I. Ilg, Burton M. Costner, Louise Bates Ames, and 
Catherine Amatruda, The First Five Years of Life, London: 
Methuen and Co., pp. 319-43, 1940. . . 
3a. Berkson, "Al)-A�alysis of'Reaction Time in 
Normal and Mentally Ietarded Young Men," Journal of Mental 
Deficiencies Research� 4:59-67, 1960. 
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c911sisting of .a oimple Response, Canplex Response, Simple 
-
Button Press, and a Choica Button Press were administered 
on three successive days. The importance of speed was 
emphasized to the subjects in all four tests. Sixty-six 
subjects, sixteen with OS were given twenty trials in each 
of the £our procedures. The results demonstrated that the 
DS group were significan~ly slower on reaction time than a 
group of undifferentiated defectives matched on IQ. In 
summary, th~ experiments confirmed the existence of a 
.... 
relationship l::,e.tween IQ and speed of reaction on manual 
,, 
dexte:aity taskS in the lower half of the IQ range, (between 
twenty.five·and forty.nine). 
A ·study by Knights r Hyman; and Wozny4 com.pared the 
performance of brain injured children (mean chronological 
age of 14. 06 years), Down's Syndrome childr.en ( mean 
chronologiccfl age of 11. 71 years), and familial mentally 
deficient ( chror,.ologica! age of 11. 3 years·) on a task 
involving tactual, spatial, and kinestnetic abilities. The. 
forty-=one children performed the Sequin-Goddard Pormboard, 
modified to contain.eight block.S, first with the dominant 
hand, then with the·non-dominant hand, and then with both 
hands. ·The subject was not allowed to see the board or 
blocks at any time before, during, or after the three trials. 
4Robert M. Knights, Joseph A. Hyman, and Marius A. 
Wozny, 11Psychological Abilities of Familial, Brain Injured, 
and Mongoloid Retarded Children," American Journal of 
Mental Deficiency, J0:454"-7, 1965 • 
• 
Each trial was timed with a stopwatch. In general, the data 
indicated that on a non-visual psychcmotor task a majority 
of DS children were unable to perform as well as other 
familial mentally retardates and brain injured children. 
Also. DS sub1ects were unable to interpret eheir tactual­
kinesthetic sensations. The results indicated that tactual 
perception appeared to be nearly-equivalent in the three 
groups. 
Knights, Atke.nson, and Hyman5 compared the .... 
performance oe.ninateen matched DS (mean chronological age 
of 14.7 years) and nineteen non-DS (mean chronological age 
of 15.1 years) mentally retardates on fine tactual 
discrimination'taskS and six motor skills. In the first 
experiment. the results suggested that fewer DS subjects 
who were matched with non�DS retardates on chronological 
age and IQ were capable of performing tactual and kinesthetic 
discrimination taskS. gowever, those·DS subjects who were 
able to reach the criterion, performed as well as the non-
DS subjects. In the motor skills experiment, although the 
differences between the two groups were not significant, it 
is interesting to observe the dfrection of the results. 
The DS children were inferior to the non-DS on a steadiness 
test, the dynanometer, and the reaction time test. The DS 
subjects tapped somewhat more rapidly and completed the 
5Robert M. Knights, Brian R. Atkenson, and Joseph 
A. Hyman, "Tactual Discrimination and Motor Skills in
Mongoloid and Non-Mongoloid Retardates and Normal Children."
American Journal of.Mental Deficiency, 71:894-900, 1967.
,. 
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pegboard quicker than the non-DS subjects. The performance 
of both DS and Won-OS mentally·retarded {mean age of 
fourteen.years) was com.pa.rable·to five year old intellec-
tually normals on all tasks except the dynanometer. 
Similarly, Gordon6 found DS individuals equal to intellec-
tually normal children. on visual tasks and inferior on 
tactile discrimination tasks. 
Also, o•connor and Hermel1n7 ~a:npa~ed twelve 
intellectually normal children (ll\.8a.n chronological age of 
..... 
five years), ~~~~d with subnp~l~ fQr mental age, tweLve 
DS adults (mean chronological age of twenty-four ,years ) , 
and twelve non-OS mentally retarded adults (mean chronologi-
cal age of twenty-four years) on visual a.nd stereognostic 
shape recognition tasks as determined by a discrimination 
task involving five shapes based on Greek letters. The 
subjects were instructed to look at the figures and trace 
their outline carefully with their hands. After one minute 
of presentation the same shapes.as well as five. other novel 
ones were presented again and the subject~ were to say 
which shapes were new and which were familiar.. The results 
demonstrated differences between th~ three groups in stereog-
nostic shape recognition, while no differences in visual 
6Alan M. Gordon, "Some Aspects of Sensory Di!?Crimi-
nation in Mongolism," American Journal of Mental Deficiengy, 
49,55-63, 1944. 
7N. o.•connor and Beates R Hermelin, "Visual and 
Stereognostic Shape R~cogn~tion.in Normal Children and 
Mongoloid and Non-Mongoloid Imbeciles,•• Journal of Mental 
Deficiencies Research, 5:63-66, 1961. 
.. 
" 
discrimination were reported. Non-~S subjects performed 
the stert?ognostic recognition ttis~s better than.the DS 
subjects; and fUJ;the.,, imbec11, adults were superior to 
normal children (mqtcheq on,,mental age) in stereognostic 
shape recognition~ 
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Anothe; experim~nt by Hermel~n and o•connor8 
confirmed the ~~ndin~s of differ':lltial abi~ities i~ 
norm.ala, DS,a~d non-DS m~ntafl~ r~tarded subjects in motor 
response skills. Norma!, DS,and non-QS mentally retarded 
.,a. 
children wer~.,sgmpa.red on matchinc; rec;~it;ion, copying and 
reproquct!on ~as~! ~11 groups were found to obtain higher 
scores on matchiq~ tasks than on recognizin~.design~ fran 
memory-•. Op.the otper hand, tl)ere wa, a ~roup diff~~~nce in 
the dfawin9" tasks. ~ .subjects• perfo.nm,.nce 9n both c;opy-
ing and reproducing from memory was inferior to the non-DS 
mentally retarded an~ i~tellectually normal subjects. 
These results support pr~v!ous findings that DS subject$ 
are inferior tq non~Ds individuals in tasks ipvolving fine 
' . 
mptor discrimination-and control. Sirpilar to Hernt~lin and 
o•c9nnor•s findings~ Cassei19 fom;d t~t the DS group was 
inferior to the non-DS .group in.reproq.ucing desi~s from 
SBeates F. Hermelin and N. O'Connor, "Shape Per-
ception and Reproduction in Normal Children and Mongol and 
Non-Mongol Imbeciles," Journal. of Mental Deficiencies 
Research.,, 5,167-.71, 1961. 
9Robert H. Cassell, "Relation of Design Reproduc-
tion to the Etiq).ogy of _l:!ental Defect,ives," Journal .of 
Consulting Psychology., 13s421~ 1949~ 
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copy. He.concluded that faulty reproduction of 'design 
cannot be attributed to perceptual impairment but is due to 
sane other factor, such as lack of attention and memory or 
inability to imitate and carry out a moeor response. 
Cantor and Stacey10 investigated the phenomenon of 
manipulative dexterity in mental retardates. The study 
consisted of one hundred and seventy-five ma1e·mental 
defectives with a mean chron~logical age of 15.34 years and 
a mean IQ being 64.8. Using~the Purdue Pegboard as a test 
to measure rig~--hand, left hand,. both hands, and an 
assembly operation, they fdurid that intelligence and 
dexterity are significantly related; that the higher the IO, 
generally the better th~ subject will perform on manual 
dexterity tasks. Further, the ,experiment.indicated that in 
this group of .defectives at least, manipulative dexterity 
as measured by the Purdue Pegboard reaches its maximum level 
of development by the age of fourteen or ~erhaps earlier. 
Studies have demonstrated that DS mentally retarded 
individuals can reach a ·suitable ·level of manual dexterity 
skills. In the first recorded publication on Down's Syndrome, 
Langqqn Down~1 observed that the manual ability of DS 
subjects is de~icient but could be strengthened by a 
lOGqrdon N. Cantor aqd Chalmers L. Sta~y, ,"Ma,nipu-
lative DextEt'ri~tY in Mel\:cta-1 Def~ct;iv:es," American Journal of 
Mental Deficiency, 56:401-10, 1951. 
llLangdon H. Do~ "Observations on an Ethnic 
Classification of Idiots," London Hospital Lecture Reports, 
31259, 1866. 
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s~ructural training program. Not until just the last thirty 
years o~ so has the research of motot de.velopment of DS 
children begun. Tizatd and Loos12 demonstrated that after 
two years of training in sheltered workshops, successes were 
achieved by: six DS. adults in .various manual dexterity skills. 
Given practice on the Minnesota Spatial Rel~tions Test, all 
showed rapid improvement i!lnd cons-ider~ble tranefer of .lea~n-
ing. Freder1cks13 in a nine-week study, used two 
systematic ~raining programs& the Doman-Delacato Metbod 
versus a stx:,uct.ured- physical ed'tlcation program plus behavior 
modification. 1n his investigation he assumed that improved 
coordination during childhood would improve their vocational 
potential. It was the purpose of 'his study to detenpine if 
a systematic training prdgram would improve the manipulative 
abili~y qf ~OWl)'s Syndrome adolescents. At the conclusions of 
his investig:at~on he f(?und that the Doman-Delacato Method 
improved the coordination of DS mental~y retarded 
individuals. 
In concl~sion, studies by Share and French,14 
l2J:. Tizard and F. M. Loos, "The Learning of a 
Spatial Relations Test by- Adult Imbeciles," American 
Journal of Mentai Deficiency, 59180-90, 1954. 
13a.D. Bud Fr~dericks, "~ Comparison of the Doman-
Delacato Method and Behavior Modification Method Upon the 
Coordination of Mongol9ids," Teaching Research Project, #RD 
2753-P-68, January, 1969. 
14share and Fren~h, loc. cit. 
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B~kSon, 15 Knights, Hyman.tt and Wozny,16 Knights, Atkenson, 
and Hyman,17 Gordon, 18 O'Connor and Hermelin, 19 .Hermeltn and 
o•connor,20 casse11,~1 cantor and Stacey, 22 Down, 23 Tizard 
and Loos, 24 and. Pred~r1c:ks25 confirm the fact that os· 
indivi~uals are inferior to both intellectually normal and 
non-DS retarded on tasks requiring fine motor skillsJ 
however, the precise reasons for-~nferiority in the develop-
ment of motor skills are pJ::esently unknown. A number of 
studies support a hypothesis~that DS children demonstrate a 
developnental ·l.a.q in motor.ability. Furthermore, it has 
been demonstrated that IQ is related to performance and 
total reaction times. That is, individuals in the lower 
half of the IQ range are unable to perform and are signifi-
cantly slower on manual dexterity tasks requiring speed of 
lSBerkson, loc. cit. 
16Knights, Hyman, and Wozny, loc. cit. 
17Knights, Atkenson, and Hyman, loc. cit. 
18Gordon, loc. cit. 
19o•connor and Hermelin, loo. cit. 
20aermelin and O'Connor, loc. cit. 
2lcassell, loc. cit. 
22cantor and Stacey, loc. cit. 
23 Down, loc. cit. 
24Tizard and Loos, loc. cit. 
25Fredericks, loc. cit. 
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reaction than the upper half of the IQ range. 
There is sane evidence that the DS individual can 
reach a minimal level of manipulative skill through 
systematic training'programs to function adequately in a 
sheltered workshop. More work is needed to establish 
whether their impairment of poor fine motor coordination is 
permanent as indicated by cantor-and Stacey,26 and to what 
extent suitable training met~ods may result in improved 
performance at the younger acies. While training programs 
have been.initiet.ect for the adolescent and adult DS, no 
' 
reported program for the younger DS individual has been 
researched. It'has been suggested by many professionals 
that training ~an ~gin as younq ~s seven years of age. To 
date, no· research could be found that appli'ed to this 
suggestion. It is the purpose ~f this investigation to 
determine if the fine. motor·· skills of ,trainable mentally 
retarded children with Dowrl s·i Syndrome can be -improved 
throug}:l ~Y'S.t.§~tj.c t.raining programs of manual dexterity 
tasks at an early age. 
26 -Cantor and Stacey, loc. cit. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND'PROCBDURBS 
This study analyzed the effects of a training 
program of selected tasks on the develotnent of manual 
dexterity skills in mentally retarded Down's ayndrome children. 
The' treatment was administered over a seven week period. 
This chapter..deals with .the.d'escription and selection of 
.. ...,.._ .. 
subjects, description of training tasks, tests and 
procedures, and program procedures. 
Descrietion and Selection of Subjects 
The subjects consisted of three males dia911osed as 
Down's.Syndrome. George; the youngest of the three was nine 
years and one month old at the onset of this investigation. 
recorded an XQ of thirty-f~ve as determined by the Stanford-
Binet Inte~ligence Test, and functioned at a mental age of 
four years and nine months old. Danny, the oldest of the 
three was eleven years and eight months old, recorded an 
IQ of thirty-four as determined by the Stanford-Binet 
Intelligence Test, and functioned at a mental age of three 
years and ten months. Paul was nine years and eleven months 
old at the onset of this investigation, recorded an IQ of 
forty-five a~ determined by the Stanford-Binet Intelligence 
~. and functioned at a mental age of four years oln. 
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.·No subject had any gross neurological or sensory i."llpairments. 
Those subjects meeting the established criteria, that 
,is, diagnosis of DS, between nine and twelve years of age, 
and no gross impairments were randomly selected from the 
:trainable men~ally retarded classes of the Board of 
:"9ooperative Educational Services, Secondary Supervisory 
.:Jistrict, Spencerport, New York._ For School Record Infor-
mation refer to Case Studies ~:/:1, :f;2, and #3 ( Chapter IV). 
~:Description of Training Tasks-)-
r The .foif<:ivi~g training tasks were randomly chosen, 
r 
Jprimarily because each task, involved arm, nan9, and/or 
(f'inger manipulation and were used in other research studies. 1 
•: 
[Each task was easy to administer and could be performed by 
f1the subjectsisuccessfully because of the various levels of 
f 
fperformance specified in each task. 
L J Nut and Bolt Board - This task required turning a 
~nut clockwise and counterclockwise, on and off a bolt pushed 
t'.through a hol'e in an upright board with the fingers (refer 
r fto Appenaix ;,. for the Obje~tives, Materials, Subject r>:atter, 
;; f Procedures, and Illustration). 
~ 
Pegs and Holes - This task required hand and arm 
't. 
[dexterity for placing app:ropriate sized pegs into a wood':?n 
f 
:;.--------r:· 
' 
., 
1H.O. Bud '?redericks, "A Comparison of the :)oman-
/))elacato Methoc'i and Behavior t.t::odification Method Uoon the 
~Coordination of i·~ongoloids, 0 Teaching Research' Project ~.,:<.::i-
[ 2753-P-68, pp. 3-22, January, 1969; see a).so ~.ax G. Frankel, 
'William F. Happ, and Maur1ce P. Smith, Functional Teaching of 
:,the Mentally Retarded, Illinois: Charles c. Thomas, 1960. 
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pegboard. Three different sized pegs and boards were 
utilized to allow for different levels of performance (refer 
to Appendix A for the Objectives, Materials, Subject Matter, 
Procedures, and Illustration). 
Knot Untying - This task required finger dexterity 
for untying s!ngle, doubie, and complex knots. Materials of 
various length, thickness, and color were used to increase 
levels of difficulty (refer to Appendix A for Objectives, 
Materials, Subject Matter,·Precedures, and Illustration). 
Bead Threading - This task requi_red f i'nger, hand, 
and ann coordination for stringing assorted spools and beads 
on a long cord. The degree of difficulty ranged from large 
spools ·to me~ium sized spools and medium sized oeads to 
small beads (ref&r to Appendix A for Objectives, Materials, 
Subject Matter, Procedures, and Illustration). 
'\ Bean Placement - This task required finger and arm 
·~ 
manipulation employed in placing X'hurnb~r of beans into a 
specified donta'iner. Tnree different sizes of beans and 
containers ranging from large, medium, to small were used to 
increase the level of dirficulty (refer to Appendix A for 
Objectives, Materials, Subject Matter, Procedures, and 
Illustration). 
Tracing Outlines - This task required fine hand-eye 
coordination for tracing ootted vertical and horizontal 
diagrams using a writing utensil such as a crayon. ~he 
levels of difficulty rang~d from simple geometric f.igures to 
complex designs (refer to Appendix A for Objectives, 
r 
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t' Materials, Subject Matter, Procedures, and Illustration). 
~ . ' -
f Gluing Cut-9\lts - ·This task required hand and arm 
:, manipulation for gluing paper cut-outs onto corresponding 
t 
, outltq,d papers. The le_vels of difficulty ranged zran· large 
outlines fo~ sm?~ler corresponding cut-outs to outlines and 
paper cut-outs of equal. size (refer to Appendix A for 
Objectives, Materials, Subject Ma-~ter, Procedures, and 
Illustration). 
Dressing rechnigues and Shoe Lacing - This task 
• 
required fine f.ingec, hand, and arm coordination for practic-
ing dressing techniques such as buttoning, zipperi-ng, snap-
ping, hooking, and shoe lacing. The levels of-difficulty 
were apparent in the different sizes of the buttons, zippers, 
snaps, and hooks and eyes (refer to Appendix A for Objectives, 
Materials, Subject Matter, Procedures, and Illustration). 
Lids and Containers - This task required fine finger 
and .hand coordination for snapping and unsnapping the lids 
and caps on and off of appropriate plastic containers and 
bottles ( refer. ·to Appendix A for Objectives, Materials, 
Subject Matter, Procedures, and Illustration). 
Screwdriver-Manieulation - This task required hand 
and arm manipulation for turning screws into a board with the 
utilizatio~ of a screwdriver. Screws of different diameter 
were used to increase the level of difficulty (refer to 
ppendix A for Objectives, Materials, Subject .Matter, 
Procedures, and Illustration). 
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Tests and Procedures 
Three subjects received a pre-test and a post-test. 
Each subjece was tested individually on th~ee diuferent tests: 
(1) Stromberg Dexterity Test, 2 c~2) Purdue Pegboard, 3 and 
' 
(3) Crawford Sma:1:1,Parts Dexterity TeB't.'4 
Stromberg Dexterity Test (SOT). This test measures 
~£. . ' 
speed.and accuracy of arm and hand movement. Basically, 
this test involves placing f1fty+four colored blocks (red, 
yellow, and blue) in their reipective "holes either in 
columns or rows..:as deuermined, in the trials.. There are four 
trials. During the first and ~hird trials, the subject 
places the blocks in rows of red, yell.ow, and blue. Then in 
the second 'and fourth trials, the subject places the blocks 
in columns ·of red, yellow, and blue. The first and second 
trials ar~ for practice and are not timed; they allow the 
subject to become familiar with the materials and the two 
tasks. Tl'te second two trials are the ·same ae the firse two, 
but are timed. 
·The subject·~ust pick up.a certain 'bldc~, note its 
coior, ,move it to·the formboard, place it in a specified 
hole, pick µp ati:_q~er olock, observe it~ color, and place it, 
continuing this for fifty-four bl6cks. The score is simply 
2stromberg Dexterity Test, University of California 
at Los Angeles, Psychological Corporation, New York, 1951. 
3Purdue Pegboard, Science Research Associates Inc., 
Illinois, 1948. 
4crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, New York: 
tbe totat number of seconds required to canplete the last 
two trials. 
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Evidence of the reliability of the SDT came frcm two 
studies. The first of thes~ was a correlation,pf the scores 
of seventy female assembler and welder job applicants. Since 
the value found was based on the correlation of .the scores 
on one-half of the test ~~th scores ,on the other half, it 
had to be corrected in order to represent the test as a 
whole. This correlation, by .,.the Spearman-Brown Formula, 
resulted in a relia-bility coefficient of .845 
The second study to test for reliability of the SDT, 
was a correlation of the scores of ei~hty male trade school 
students on the third and fourth trials of the SDT. 
Corrected by the Spearman-Brown Formula, the value found was 
.87. (similar value, .90, was found for fifty male and 
6 female c9llege students). 
The test's validity showed a tendency for workers 
with the be:tter SPT, scored ('shorter times, in seconds) to 
' 
earn higher wages than workers with the poorer scores 
, 7 
cionger time, in seco~ds). 
I • 
Purdue Pegboard. The Purdue Pegboard is a test of 
manipulation dexterity providing separate measurements of 
Psychological Corporation, 1965.,,. 
Sstromberg Dexterity Test, lo~. cit. 
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the right hand, left hand, and both hands together. It also 
measures dexterity for two types of activities, one involv-
ing gr<OSs movements of hands and finger~ and the other 
involving primarily what.might be ealled "tip of the finger" 
dexterity needed in small assembly work •. 
Five separate test scores may be obtained with the 
Purdue Pegboards (1) Right Handt (2} Left Hand; (3) Both 
Hands; (4) Right plus Left plus Both Hands (abbreviated 
R+L+B); and (5) Assembly. All tests are performed on a 
pegboard which is equipped with fifty.pins. twenty collars, 
and forty washers located in the proper cups. The testee 
should be seated canfortably at a table with the cups 
I 
containint} the pins.and other parts'at the far end of the 
board. Test #1, Right Hand requires placing as many.pins 
as the testee can in the upper right·habd raw, one at a 
time, starting with the top hole. The testee keeps working 
as rapidly as he can until the end bf exa~ly thirty seconds. 
The number of pins inserted is the score to be recorded on 
the Profile Sheet. Test #2 is the same for the Left Hand. 
On Test #3, Both Hands together. The testee picks up a pin 
fran the right hand cup with his right hand and at the same 
time picks up a pin fran the left hand cup with his left 
.hand and places the pins down the rows simultaneously for 
thirty seconds. The total number of pairs inserted is the 
score to be recorded "On the Profile Sheet. Test #4, Right 
plus Left plus Both Hands is not based:on.a separate test; 
it is obtained by combining the test scores of the sequences 
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described abqve. The score is the number of pins placed 
with the right hand plus the n~r of pins placed with the 
left hand pl~ the number of pairs of pins placed with both 
,, 
hands. Test #5 (Assembly) 'tests mor~ minute finger 'lL., 
dexterity and consists of assemblying the pins, collars, and 
washers.. The testee picks up one pin fran the right hand 
cup with his right hand and when placing it in the top hole 
in the right hand row picks up a washer with his left hand. 
As soon as the pin has been placed, he drops the washer over 
the pin. While the-washer is being placed over the pin with 
the left hand, the testee picks up a collar with the right 
hand. While the collar is being dropped over the pin, he 
picks up another washer. with his left hand and drops it over 
• 
the collar. This canpletes the first "AssemblyM consisting 
of a pin. a washer, a collar, and a washer. As the final 
washer for the first assembly is being placed with the left 
hand, the testee starts the second aesembly immediately by 
. 
picking up another P,in with his right hand placing it in the 
next hole. It 1,s important in.the sequence that both hands 
operate all the time, one picking up a pin, one a washer, 
one a collar, and so on. Test for exactly one minute. The 
number of parts assembled is the score to be recorded on the 
irofile Sheet. Three trials for each test may be 
administered, if desired. 
Table 3.1 surmnarizes the resul~s of several studies 
on the reliability of the several tests given by means of 
; 
.. 
• 
Reliability of the Purdue Pegboard 
One Three 
Test Group 1 N Trial Trial*** 
-" 
Right Hand College students (men and ~anen) 434 .63* .84 
Left Hand College Students (men and wanen) 434 .60* .82 
Both Hands College Students (me~ and wanen) .434 .68* .86 
Right+Left+Both College Students (men) 175 • 71* .as 
Assembly College students (men and women) 434· .q8* .86 
Assembly Radio Tube Mounte;r Trainees (wanen.) 233 • 76* .91 
,. 
*Test-retest reliabilities of college students at Purdue University 
**Fran L. v. Surgent, "The tJse of Aptitude Tests in the Selection of Radio Tube 
Mounters," Psyc:holo1 Mon99, 1947, 61, No. 2, ,1-40. 
·•••Tliree-trial ;reliabilities ·obtained in each case by "stepping up" one-triai 
reliability by means of the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula. 
(' 
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the Purdue 0 Pegboard. 8 The rel:tability coefficients for the 
one-trial 11\e~had of .~dmin~f..;:qt~on and scoring' the several 
tests were obtained by correlating test-retest-scores on the 
groups indicated. The reliability coefficients for·three-
trial administration have been predicted fran the one-trial 
reliabi~ities by means of the Spearman-Brown Prophecy 
Formula. When the most preciae measurement possible of 
every .fndividual is desired,. it is reco,mmended that the 
three-trial method of adminis.tel!'ing the tests be followed. 9 
General~ations concerning the validity of any test 
should be made with g~eat caution, and this is particularly 
true of dexterity tests. As Seashore10 has reported~ motor 
skills are quite specific and brdinarily not highly 
correlateg with each other. This situation perhaps accounts 
for the fact that a given dexterity test may,ha'V'e a rather 
satis'factory validity for certai~manipulative jobs and yet 
be unsuitable for other manipulative jobs which might seem 
to be very similar. It is therefore highly desirable to 
conduct a study.of the validity of several Pegboard tests 
among employees on ·a specific job for -which the use of t.'he· 
test is contemplated, ratner than attempt·to generalize 
8purdue Pegboard, loc. cit. 
9Ibid. 
lOR.H. Seashore, ••starxiard Motor Skills Unit," 
Psycho!. Monoqr., 39i 51-66, 1928, and 0 Individual .Differ-
ences in Motor Skills," ~ournal of General Psychology, 3: 
38-66, 1930. 
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fran available validity studies. 11 · 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test(CSPDT). The 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test is a performance test 
designed to measure fine eye-hand coordination consisting 
of two parts. Part I, Pins and Collars, measures dexterity 
in using tweezers to insert small pins in close fitting 
holes in a plate and screwing them down with a screwdriver. 
Separate scores are obtained for each part. The test 
probably offers a more realistic indication of dexterity in 
handling small parts than do tests involving the use of one 
' total of arm, hand, and/or fingers or fingers alone. 
The CSPDT was developed as a work-limit test; that 
is the subject canpletes the entire task and his score is 
the time required. Practically all of the normative data 
for the CSPDT have been based on individual administration 
of test under work-limit conditions. The average subject 
can be tested in about fifteen minutes 1 Because this test 
is not designed for the DS individual, adaptations were 
arranged for this study; that is, instead of eanpleting all 
thirty-six holes of Part I and all thirty-six holes in Part 
II the subject was instructed to complete six holes in Part 
I and six holes iri Part II. 
For a group of war veterans tested at Trenton, New 
Jersey, the reliability of each part o; the CSPDT was 
estimated by correlating the time required to canplete the 
first three rows with the time for the:last three rows. 
llpurdue Pegboard, loe. cit. 
I l l u s t r a t i o n :  P u r d u e  P e g b o a r d  
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For trade, technical, and academic students in the Yonkers, 
'New York High Schools, coefficients of correlation were 
computed between the time for the first, third, and fifth 
rows and the time for the second, fourth, and sixth rows~ 
The correlation coefficients, corrected by the Speannan-
Brown Formula, are presented in Table 3.2 for each of the 
four groups. Under work-limit conditions the reliability 
coefficients for the parts of the CpPDT seem entirely 
satisfactory. 
The "face validity" of the Crawford Small Parts 
Dexterity Test, like that of other dexterity tests, simply 
refers to the extent that it obviousl~resemblea o:;.parall~ls 
the activity or operation of a training course in which the 
success or failure of the examiner is to be predicted. 
Studies suggest the possibility of using the CSPDT as one 
of the instruments in the selectioq of assemblers. 12 
Program Procedures 
Before training sessions were initiated, the 
subjects explored each task, then the investigator 
detennined the level of functioning of,each subject through 
observation. The subject then began practicing each task 
at that phase at which he exhibited performance difficulties. 
Each child was met individually for thirty minutes 
a day, four days per week (Monday through Thursday), for a 
period of seven weeks. Training·took ,1ace .in a quiet room,. 
12crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, loc. cit. 
Reliability Coefficients ~or Work-Limit Scores on the 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test 
Males 
Part I Part II 
Group N r mean SD r mean 
Veterans 66 .91 5'07" 0'55 11 .95 7'01" 
Trade High School Students 93 .so 4'49" 0'49" .91 7 1 4011 
Technical Students 56 .84 4'55 11 0'51 11 .90 8'15" 
Academic Students 118 .90 5•22 11 1•12 11 .94 9'12" 
SD 
1'13" 
1'3311 
1'13 11 
1'36" 
*From Crawford Small Parts Dexterity ·Test, Psychological Corporation, New York, 1965,· 
P• 9. 
''"' .. ' 
Illustration: Crawford Small Parts Dext~rity Test 
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with no distractions with the investigator sitting next to 
the subject at a table. Each subject received four 
different tasks each day (alternating each week) working 
approximately five minutes on each t.ask. (Refer to Appendix 
B for Training Schedule). 
The first and last three days of the investigation 
were used for pre-testing and post-testing each subject on 
their manual dexterity skills. Tll.e tests included the 
Purdue Pegboard, the Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, 
r 
and the Stranberg Dexterity Test. Results were individually 
\ 
and descriptively analyzed because of the small number of 
subjects (refer to Chapter IV for Analysis of Data). 
The training sessions were conducted in a systematic 
manner. Adult demonstration and exploration were given to 
help the subjects achieve and maintain .the fine motor skills 
that were to be developed according to each task. In order 
to assess the progress of each subject~s performance, 
subjective data was obtained each session by the invest!-
... '>' 
gator. The subject's performance rate of manipulation, 
behavior, and cons4Jtency were recorded for each task 
(refer to.Appendix C). 
::: 
Ql.APTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This study was designed to detenµine if the fine 
motor skills of three young Down's Syndrome children ~unction-
ing below average in manual dexterity skills could be 
improved through a syste~atic training program. The primary 
-focus of this chapte~ i~ to .Pr,esent the ~esults Qf this 
·~- , 
program in terms of £ine,motpr performance. As a matter of 
intere~t, information pertaining to' s~j~ct\ve analysis of 
social·and emotionaL behavior is also presented. 
Case Study #1 George 
George was nine years and one month old at the onset 
l ~ f 
of the investigation. He was enrolled in a primary trainable 
mentall~ retarded class at the Board of Cooperative 
Educational Services, Spencerport, New York. His intelli-
gence level, as raeasured by the Stanford-Binet Intelligence 
Test, was thirty-five and his mental age was approximately 
four years and nine months. ~e demonstrated poor articu-
lation whicp made it d~fficult to clearly understand what 
George verbalized; however basic language skills were 
acceptable. Throughout the twenty-one training sessions 
George listened and followed instructions adequately. ~is 
meticulous work demonstrated that he would try and was 
anxious to please. Tiredness, boredom, and frustration 
-42-
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were common traits that George frequently demonstrated. 
These traits were evidenced by his switching of an object 
from his preferred hand to his non-preferred hand. Hartman1 
stated that fatigue can cause a subject to switch hands 
during testing. Inappropriate behaviors such as making faces 
in a nearby mirro~, pretending to eat the small task items, 
and chewing his tongue were exhibited often and detracted 
George's attention from the assigned tasks. 
The first three meetings with George involved pre-
testing his ma~~l ~exterity ability utilizing the Purdue 
. Pegboard, the Crawford Smarl Parts Dexterity Test, and the 
Stromberg Dexterity Test (refer to Chapter III, for 
complete test descriptions).. During the first few ·days 
r with Geo~ge, the ,investigatqr observed the sub~ect's slow 
, pace of performipg and his q~iet disposition. In the new 
i and unfamiliar situation George was very observant to the 
surroundings·and less attentive to the tests being 
administ~red. This undoubtedly affected his test perform-
ance. In Table 4.1 George's pre-test scores are provided 
. for the Purdue Pegboard, the Crawford Small Parts Dexterity 
Test, and the Stromberg Dexterity Test. 
·. Observations Made During the Training Period 
Initially, George demonstrated a very low level of 
· performance. He dembnstrated difficulty in such tasks as 
1Hartman, "A Comparison of Motor Skills of Mentally 
,,. 
• 
George's Pre-Test Scores for the 
(l) Purdue Pegboard, 
(2) Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, and (3) Stromberg Dexterity Te~t 
Test Descrio\:.ion Scoring 
Purdue Pegboarq. Tr_!al l Trial 2 Trial 3 
Right Hand· 4 5 6 
Left Hand 3 3 4 
Both Hands 3 3 3 
R+L+B 15 10 9 
Assembly 7 7 8 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity 
Test I< Time 
-
, . 
With 6 'pins 11,12.s 
. . With 6 screws 13157.3 
Stromberg Dexterity TePt ~ 
Part I 9121.3 
Part.II 7,28.8 
Total 
'ls 
10' 
9 
34 
22 , 
" 
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placing the small beans into the bowl, cup, and bag; untyin9 
simple and canplex knots; securing the bottle and can lids; 
and executing·the Dressing Techniques and Shoe Lacing Task; 
Nut and Bolt Board Task; Gluing Cut-Outs Task; Tracing Out-
line~ Task; and the Screwdriver Task. George was able to 
perform at an acceptable level of functioning with the Pegs 
and Holes Task, placing large beans into the bowl·and cup, 
threading the spools and large beads on a long cord, and 
securing lids on the larger -~ntainers. 
Gese112 ·t:ested normal'children on fine·motor coordi-
nation and found that (1) the normal child at five years of 
age can place ten pellets in a bottle within twenty seconds 
and that this particular skill of pellet placement is 
ordinarily developed at fifteen months of age, (2) begins 
to dress himself at three years of age and by age five will 
completely dress himself unassisted, and (3) can tie and 
untie knots at age six. Share3 who demonstrated the same 
schedule with 211 Down's Syndrome subjects found that (1) DS 
children up to chronological age of six years old could not 
place 10 pellets in a bottle within 20 seconds and that 
Retarded and Normal Children," Exceptional Chi'ldren, 25:352-
4, 1959. 
2Arnold Gesell, et. al., The First Five Years of Life, 
London, Methuen and Co., pp. 319-43, 1940. 
3Jack B. Share, "A Study of New Zealand Down's 
Syndrome Children Under Six Years of Age," Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Na~ional University of Mexico, 1971. 
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pellet placement was developed at 36 months .of age in 
comparison to nonnal children who develop this �kill at 15 
month� of age� (2) dressing s�ills were not accqnplished 
until nfter age six for the DS child, and (3) DS �h�ldreq 
cannot tie and untie knots µntil after age six. (Inform�tion 
pertaining to rotational movements, such as in the Nut and 
Bolt Board Task and the Screwdriver Task coulc\not be 
obtained). 
The .inve9tigator gc\ve..,
..apP.roving recognition tp
George's manipt:1la.t.ive �erformance, off�red assistance when 
he rlemonstrated extreme diffic'-J,1 ty when execut.ing, a des).red 
skill, �arefully demonstrated each task for �irn, apd p�ovi9ed
him with·verpal �n�tru�tions. 
Wi.thin t}1� firs� ni_ne traini_ng sess;tons George's
mal'!ual d��terity skills were «slowly deve].oping ! Familiarity 
with the, em,:ifonment and, improved social int�rati!tton with
the investiga�o�.were factors .wh+ch aqcounted for imp�ove­
ment in training sess.ions •. Impr9vement, was ,n_oted in the
Dressing Teqhnique� and Shoe LaciQg Task (buttoning, snap­
:ping, and zipping), _in placing �ans in a �owl and cµp 
:(aean Placement Task),, anc1 in securing all lir'ls on, their 
respective containers (Lids nqd Containers Task)4 In S•::Y"le
:instances it appeared tJ1at pr.ogress was so ra9id t1,at f-.hr.> 
;i,nmediate change coula }',e attributed to the :act th-'t-_ t·,;:, 
[subject alrea9y had a repertoire of skills t"Aa.ilily :1<""�pt"''' 
�to perform with· his hands and fingers and rnornent?tril y '-le ,.,,a:" 
• 
[relearning the skills. Pre,;,,:ious investigators have 
... 4.7 
demonstrated that the development of adequate manual 
dexterity skills is not as rapid as was found in George's 
case.4 TaskS involving radial movement patterns as in the 
Nut and Bolt Board Task, were slowly improved. It was noted 
by the investig~tor that performing rotati~nal movement on 
a horizontal axis was less difficult for the subject than 
executing this tas~ on a vertical-axis. Utilizing a screw-
driver on a vertical axis added to increased difficulty in 
performing the skill of rotational movement. No apparent 
difference in 1:-fte performance of clockwise and counter 
clockwise direction was observed in rotational movements. 
No apparent. progre.ss was accomplished with knot untying, a 
very difficult task for the subject. 
Further into the training period successes, as 
specified in the daily checklists, were met with the Pegs 
and Hole( Task, Bead Threading Task, and Bean Placement Task 
and consequently performance speed was then taken into 
account. Improvement in these tasks may have been due to 
the adaption of the grip most compatible with the task 
requirement, an understanding of the requirements of each 
task, and the manual repetition of each task. Nonetheless, 
it appeared that accompli~hments were achieved' and rate of 
manipulation was then recorded as demonstrated in Table 4,2. 
4James Stiehl, "The Motor Abilities of Children With 
Down•s Syndrome," Unpublished Thesis, University of 
California at Los AngelesJ 1973; see also Samuel A. Kirk, 
Educating Exceptional Children, Boston: Haughton-Mifflin co., 
1962. 
. " . ' 
TABLE 4.2 
George's Rate of Manipulation for the Pegs and Holes Task, 
Bean Placement Tas~, and the Bea9- Threading Task 
Task 
sma11 1 Pegboard: 
Both Hands 
Right Hands 
Left Hands 
15 Small Beans 
Right Hand 
Left Hand 
10 Small Bea4s1 
Both Hands 
Initial 
Time Trial 
1127 
3100 
3100 
into Bagi 
1150 
1100 
2'128 
Jt 
Final 
Time Trial 
1139 
2107 
2t30 
l,25 
• 
.. 
All other tasks continued as programmed. 
Improvement was not notice~ble fran training session 
to training session. However, it appeared that definite 
improvement was made over the course of the entire training 
period. Progress in fine motor performance was slow, but 
appeared to be st~ady. Tasks that required finger dexterity 
improved to an acceptable level of performance (able to 
pertorm a skill independently without difficulty) as 
demonstrated in manipulating,J:he nut and bolt board, button-
1 
ing and unbutt6ningi snapping and unsnapping, fastening and 
., 
unfastening the hooks_and eyes, and removing and securing 
the lids of various containers. In no instance did perform-
ance drop any great degree; however, performance remained at 
the same level in knot untying, shoe lacing, fastening the 
zipper, gluing cut-outs, tracing outlines, and manipulating 
the screwdriver appropriately. George's failure to progress 
with these forementioned tasks may have been due to (l) task 
canplexity., (2) variability in anatomical features in which 
the long fingered child may have certain manipulative 
advantages over the short fingered child, 5 (3) motivational 
procedures, and (4) an insufficient number of instructional 
sessions for each task. As mentioned earlier, rapid progress, 
as recorded in the daily check lists, was noted for the Pegs 
and Holes Task, Bean Placement Task, and the Bead Threading 
... 
5Jack B. Share and_Ronald French, "Early Motor Develop-
ment in Down's Syndrane Children," Mental Retardation, 12:6, 
December, 1974; see also Gesell, et. al., loc. cit. 
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Task which could be· attributed to ( !·7 f~ilia"Jr'~ty o;· the 
task done at school or home, (2) a repertoire of skills 
readily adapted to perfonn the desired.task,. (3) repetition 
of the task, and (4) motivational procedures •. 
. ' 
Analysis of Test Scores 
The last three days involved post-testing George on 
his fine motor pe~fonnanc~ using the Ptn:du& Pegboard, 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, and the ~trombe~g 
Dexterity Test. Post-test scores are presented in Table 4.3. 
In comparing pre~test and post~test scores of the 
Purdue Pegboard, Crawford Small Par~s Dexterity Test, and 
the Stromberg Dexterity Test,. overall:: improvement- was: 'found 
., 
in fine motor manipu1ation. ;tmprovemeht ·ranged,.Fr?U twenty" 
to seventy percent in th~ Purdue .Pegboard test· .items Right 
Rand, Left Hand, Both Hands, and Assetnbly. ~~,.,J.dwest 
percent-of increase was demonstrateq i~ t;:he Asse'tnbly test 
. 
·' 
item which required both the right 'and'Ieft nqnds working 
.. 
together. George exhibited difficulfy,synchionizi~g hiS' 
hands even though he could work with either hand'. Continued 
training on this particular skill proved to be beneficial as 
is indicated in the post-test scores. The highest,percent 
of increase was demonstrated in the Left Hapd test item 
( Georg-e • s preferred hand). 
In the Crawford 3mall Parts Deiterity Test, Part I, 
the subject perf9rmed at a slower time-trial in the post-
'!' 
-
test. This test item required the' subject to pick up pins 
' 
with tweezers. No task in this study 't1t:.i11zed the use of an 
George's Post-Test Scores for the 
(l) Purdue Pegboard, 
(2) Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, and ·(3) Stromberg Dexterity Test 
Test 
Purdue Pegboard 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity 
Test 
t r4,, l ·- II ,. 
Stromberg Dexterity Test 
Descrintion 
Trial 
!light Hand 
'Left Hand 
Both Hands 
R+L+B 
Assembly 
.With 6 pins 
With 6 scrt!WS 
( 
Part I 
Part II 
8 
5 
3 
23 
9 
1 
Scorina 
Trial 2 
8 
6 
5 
17 
10 
~ 
-12140.1 
12143.5 
~ 
.7145.0 
6107.9 
Trial 
7 
~ 
4 
12 
8 
3 Total 
23 
17 
12 
52 
27 
u, 
..... 
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implement for picking up small itema. George's post-test 
time ~as faster in Part II of the CSPDT. This test required 
the util.ization of a screwdriver. George improved one 
minute and fourteen seconds over his_pre-test time trial, 
George demonst~ated approximately one minute and 
th\rty seconds improvement in both Part I and Part II of the 
Stromberg.Dexterity Test. B~sically; this task• required 
placing "different colored blocks .in rows and columns. 
George's petter time could possibly be due to his training on 
the Pegs and Holes Task,and the Bean Placement Task. His 
' previous knowledge and acquired skill of color discrimination, 
sorting, and matching were also factor.a to consider in his 
completing thi~ task.successfully. 
-~ 
Further con;Eirmation of po~iti~ test,results in 
fine motor manipulation is supported ~y the progress recorded 
in daily che~k lis~s. 
Case Study ~!=2 Danny 
Danny was eleven years. and eight months old at the 
onset of the investigation. He was enrolled in a primary 
trainable mentally retarded class at the Board of Cooperative 
Educational Services, Spencerport, New York. His intelli-
gence, as measured by the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test, 
.. 
was thirty-four. ·~is mental .age was approximately three 
years and ten months of age. A hearing loss due to an 
impacted cerumen was medically corrected with the use of a 
hearing aid at an early age. Due to this handicap, his 
language skills were limited. This made it difficult to 
53 
clearly understand what Danny verbalized; however, basic 
language skills were acceptable. During the study Danny was 
cooperative, but at times could be obst .. inate and insist that 
he instruct the investigatqr on seve;al tasks. Verbal 
reprimand would alleviate this behavior and he would. then 
resume the assigned tasks with little disturbance ·on his 
part. Danny's tendency to hurry through several tasks resulted." 
in failure on task, and tasks were sl~nly executed. It is 
to be noted that this subject was capable of success on 
many tasks. This was demonstrated when he was instructed 
I 
to work at a slow pace with consistent verbal prqmpting. 
overall, Danny ~s a likeable, friendiy .child ~ho. on pccasion 
would harmlessly misbe~ve. 
The first three meetings with D~~Y' it1,vo1~d·~he 
assessment of his manual dexterity abiiity ut!llzing the 
" .. . 
Purdue Pegboard, the Crawford Small Parts De~terity Test, 
and the Stromberg Dexterity Test (refef to Chapter III, for 
complete test descriptions). 
During the first few days the investiga,:tor, observed ? 
Danny's behaviors and manual dexterity abifity~ He appeared 
o· 
to be unaffected by a new teaching situatipn_ and/or 
µnfamiliar person. At times he would $eek attention even 
chough he was working on a o~e-to-on~ basis. Danny would 
attend to the tests being administered~except on occasion 
when he would exhibit inappropriate behavior, such as non-
compliance, which affected his test: sc6res·.- ·In ·Table 4.4 
Danny's pre-test scores are provided for the Purdue Pegboard, 
• 4 "'-·' 
Danny's Pre-Test Scores for the 
(1) Purdue Pegboard, 
(2) Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, and (3) Stromberg Dexterity Test 
Test 
Purdue Pegboard 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity 
Test 
Stromberg Dexterity Test 
Description 
Trial! 'i 
Right Hand 
Left Hand 
Both Hands 
R~L+B. 
Assembly 
With 6 pins 
With 6 s.c:rews 
Part I 
Part II 
4 
6 
2 
16 
8 
Scoring 
Trial 2 
7 
6 
3 
18 
7 
9s36.4 
12:40.2 
~ 
9109.0 
7s29.l 
Trial 
5 
6 
3 
8 
7 
3 Total 
16 
18 
8 
42 
22 
the Crawford Small Dexterity Test, and the Stromberg 
Dexterity Test. 
Observations Made During the Training Period 
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During the first few days while tasks were introduced, 
Danny demonstrated potential for acceptable manual dexterity 
skills, but appeared to lack refinement. Initially, in the 
Nut and Bolt Board Task, the subjeet was able to turn the 
nut clockWise and counterclockwise around the bolt but was 
not consistent in turning the nut continually in one 
direction. In the Pegs and Holes Task, the subject was 
successful at Cort!pleting the Knot Untying Task. Obviously, 
Knot tying and untying are skills ~hat Danny previously 
learned at home and/or school. The subject performed 
' ~ 
successfully at the lower spectrum of the Bean Placement 
Task, but demonstrated difficulty as t~e task became mor~ 
complex. He was unable to synchroni.ze both hands 
~ 
simultaneously in placi11g the beans into the various containers, 
but was able to coordinate both hands as one hand held a bag 
open while the other hand placed several beans into the bag. 
In the Beaa i::;'.'hreading Task, the subject. could not comprehend 
where to hold the cord to place the beads on correctly, 
despite multi-sensory directions, and consequently was not 
• 
successful at this task. To the subject., the Tracing Cut-
lines Task was not at all motivating. :-He performed this task 
quickly and caz:elessly. Danny did not .trace within the 
1!: • 
-
margins, his drawinq lines were no'b continuous, and many timee; 
~ " " ., 
he would not complete the tracing task. Similar to the 
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Tracing Outlines Task, the Gluing Cut-Outs Task was also 
performed carelessly. The subject pressed down the pape~ 
cut-out anywhere without concentrating on centering- it within 
the designated outline. In the Dressing Techniques and ~hoe 
Lacing Task, the subject had difficulty fastening and 
unfastening the buttons, hooks and eyes, and zipper. Fasten-
ing and unfastening snaps was the only dressing technique he 
could initially perform. In the Lids and Containers Task, 
the subject was capable of removing and securing all lids to 
their respective containers, but demon~trated some difficulty 
with the bottle and square lids and containers. The subject 
demonstrated much difficulty and frustration with the Screw-
driver Task. As was noted in the Bean Pla~ent Task, where 
he had difficulty working with both hands simultaneously, 
Danny had similar difficulty in the Screwdriver Task. Danny 
y 
preferred to perform this task with one ~and even though· it 
required the use of both hands. Furtheir, as was noted in 
the Nut and Bolt Board Task, Danny had $imilar difficulty in 
the Screwdriver Task; that is, turning the screw continously 
in one direction. Graduated guidance (physical and verbal 
prompting) was the only method to employ with Danny to ensure 
success. 
Overall, Danny had the basic skills for acceptable 
manual dexterity. It was exposure and practice that would 
refine his fine motor coordination. This was demonstrated 
during the course of the training sessions. 
During training sessions-nine tjlrough twelve, it 
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appeared tnat definite improvements were made. The Pegs an� 
Holes, Bean Placement, and Bead Threading were three tasks 
where the subject reached the highest level of attainment, 
Timing for speed of performance was then taken into account. 
r 3pec:i .. fically, in the Pegs and Holes Task, improvement was 
' 
J 
noted in placing the small pegs in their respective pegboard, 
Also, vertical patterning of the pegs was executed by the 
subject, As was demonstrated. from the onset of the training 
program, using both hands simQltaneously was still a difficult 
. . . � 
:· skill for the suo)ect "to coordinate. After repeated graduated
: guidance and multi-sensory direction, the subject indepen-
·. dently held the cord correctly to string any size bead without
any difficulty and the same for placing any size bean into
any container, (Due to insufficient number of time trials, 
improvement in speed of.performance cannot be substantiated), 
Other areas of improvement were noted in the Nut and 
Bolt Board Task and the Dressing Techniques and Shoe Lacing 
,Task. After several instructional periods Danny was able to 
· put the nuts completely on their respective bolts and rerno·..re
. ear one independently. :·!ith limited graduated guidance
(m6stly verbal prompting) the subject w�s able to fasten and 
• unfasten buttons, hooks and eyes, and a zipoer. �·o arl:'arE>·"'"
; improvement was noted in the 'Tracing Cutline:s ':as'<, ,-;1 q_:_ .- ,:
· Cut-Outs Task, 2crewdriver Tasl.c, or the Knot Untying Tas'<.
,The most prevalent factor for no improvement in these tas<s
the low motivational level of the tasks for the subject. 
hurried through the tasks to finish as soon as possible. 
" 
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nuting the entire training sessions, Danny excelled 
in the Pegs and Holes Task, Bead Threading Task, and the Bean 
Placement Task. It appeared that progress was so rapid, that 
th~ immediate change may be attribut~d to the fact that the 
subject already had a repertoire of skills readily adapted 
to perform with his hands and fingers and momentarily he was 
relearning the skills. Previous investigators have 
demonstrated that the develo{Xllent of adequate manual dexterity 
skills is not always as rapid as was found in Danny.ts case. 6 
Improvement was gradual but not necessarily visible until 
com.paring training session notes frcm the beginning to end. 
TaskS that demonstrated this included the Lids and Containers 
Task and Dressing Techniques and Shoe Lacing Task. In the 
Lids and Containers Task, it appeared that improvement was 
made since the subject removed and repl~c:ed the lids to 
'< 
respective containers with less difficulty. For trie. Dressing 
Techniques and Shoe Lacing Task improvement wa~ demonstrated 
from graduated guidance to verbal prompt to cornplete 
., 
independence in fastening and unfastening buttons, hooks and 
eyes, and the zipper. Apparent improvement in this area may 
be attributed to the fact that the subject was also learning 
these skills at home and/or at school, No apparent improve-
;. 
~ent was demonstrated in the Knot Untying Tas~, Gluing Cut-
• > 
o.uts Task, Tracing Outlines Task, and the Screwdriver Task. 
This may have been due to (1) task complexity, (2) variability 
6
stiehl, loc. cit.; See also I<i,rk, ,lo~,• cit. 
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in anatomical features in which the long fingered.child may 
have certain manipulative advantages over the short fingered 
7 child, ,(3) motivational procedures, and (4) an insufficient
number· of instructional sessions for each task. 
Analysis of Test Scores 
The last three days involved post-testing Danny ori 
his fine motor perfo�mance using th� Purdue Pegboard, the 
Crawford smai1 Parts Dexterity Test, a�d the" s�romberg 
Dexterity Test. Post-test scores are presented in Table 4.5. 
In comparing pre-test and post�test scores of the 
Purdue Pegboard, the Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, 
and the Stra;nberg Dexterity Test, better scores were noted 
,in fine motor manipulation. Danny scored extr�ely higher 
in s�eed.of·perfopuance from.pre-test to post-test trials on 
' . 
both the Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test and the 
Stromberg Dexterity Test. Rate of manipulation improved frcm 
one minute faster on Part II of the SOT (placing colored 
blockS in columns) up to six minutes faster on Part II, of the 
CSPDT which required the u�ilization of a screwdriver. The· 
validity of these scores are questionable es.pecialiy where the 
subject's time improved more than six minutes working with 
six screws and yet, during the instruc�ional sessions in the 
Screwdriver Task, Danny demonstrated much difficulty through­
out. It is believed that the extreme �hanges in performance 
were due to factors other than the training of specific tasks. 
7share and French, loc. cit.1 see also Gesell, et. al., 
loc. cit. 
I !W l 
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Danny• s Post-Te.st Scores for the 
(1) Purdue ·Pegboard, 
(2) Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, and (3) Stromberg Dexterity Test 
Test 
Purdue Pegboard 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity 
Test 
.... ,, ,, 
' 
.. 
Stromberg Dexterity Test 
Descr tion Scorin 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Total 
Right Hand ~ 7 5 15 
Le;ft Hand 6 7 7 20 
Both Hands 5 3 5 13 
R+L+B 15 20 13 ,48 
As,embly 9 9 6 24 
Time 
~ Wt.th 6 pins 
t.f~1:h ~· screws 
4130.0 
6121.7 
Time 
Part I 5140.0 
Part II 6121.4 
0\ 
0 
On the Purdue Pegboard, better �qores were achieved in all 
are�s except for use ..of the �ight Hand, which was decreased 
by.q total of one score. Left Hand, Both Hands, and Assembly 
test items improved plightly. 
Case Study #3 Paul 
Paul was nine years and eleven months old at the onset 
of the investigation. He was enrolled .in a primary trainable 
mentally retarded class at the Board of Cooperative Educationa:J_ 
Servic�s, Spencerport ., New York. His intelligence level as.
measured by the Stanford-Binet Intelli9'ence Test was forty­
fiv.e and his mental age was a�pro�imately four years old. 
His basic language skill.,s were acceptable; however on 
occasion he had to be ;eminded to spe�k slawl�.in p�de; to be 
understood. Paul's behavior patt�rn fluct�ted �tween 
appropriate behavior and good wor� h�bits �o stubbornness and 
bossiness. on the whole, he was coope�ative and very C�fable 
on task completion. One outstanding cnaractertstic, 
different from the other subjects was Paul's competitive 
nature. Utilizi,ng a stop-watch on several tasks was an 
excellent motivator for the sub)ect. To Faul's disadvantage 
he,worked very close to the table which may have been an 
indication of visual difficulties. (School records reported 
of t·,e condition, but mace no ment;.ion of having his eyes 
examined by a physician). 
The first tryree meetings with t:qul involved pre-
testing Ris manual dexterity abiJity utiliz!ng the Purdue 
Pegboard, t�e Crawforq Small Parts Dexterity Te�t, and the 
.. 
Stromberg Dexterity Test. (Refer to Chapter III). Paul 
readily adjusted to the new environment. In Table,4.6 the 
pre-test scores are provided for the Purdue Pegboard, the 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, apd the Stromber9, 
Dexterity Test. 
Observations Made During the Training Period 
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Prom the beginning, Paul exhibited a higher level of 
functioning on tasks than the other two subjects. 'The tasks 
that he perfonned initially without any difficulty wer~ the 
Nut and Bolt Board, Knot Untying, Bean; Placement, Dressing 
T~chniques and Shoe Lacing, Tracing Outlines, Gluing Cut-
.outs, Pegs and Holes, a~d Lids and. Cont~iners. In the Nut 
and Bolt Board Task, he removed all nuts and bolts then 
matched them accqrding to size when replacing the nut onto 
the nolt. He performed the Knot Untying Task easily tying 
and untying knots and bows. Obviously~ this was a skill 
previously learned at home and/or school. In the Bean 
Placement Task, he was able to place large, meditnn, and small 
sized beans into the designated bowl, cup, and bag. This 
required one hand to hold the bag open whil~ the other hand 
• 
placed the beans into the bag. on the Dressing Tec;hniques 
and Shoe Lacing Tas~ he fastened and unfastened the larger 
sized items (buttons, hooks and eyes, and snaps) best. He 
demonstrated some difficulty on the smaller sizes and also 
difficulty fastening a zipper. en the;simple shapes of the 
Tracing outlines Task, he traced.following the outlines as 
printed. It is stated in his school record that tracing is 
psoau:uumJSJQMtu;t )2(1 21. usu UUS!IS!!Ok H.U&J 5!ihii4&.&l.il.1!$J!(UQSWWWAWQSii# Z!AQU%21..0 #£UM#! CJ L .k. SU! .!JI Ult. lL !MALE !Q 
Paul's Pre-Test Scores for the 
(1) Purdue Pegboard, 
(2) Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, and (3) Stranberg Dexterity Test 
Test Description Scoring 
Purdue Pegboard TriaI 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 .Total 
... 
Crawfo~d Small Parts Dexter;i1;:,y 
Test 
. ,, ,, I f# 1' •• 
Stromberg Dexterity test 
Right Hand'-
Left Hand 
Both Hands 
R+L+B 
Assembly 
With 6 pins 
Witn 6 screws 
Part I 
Part II 
9 
9 
7 
26 
11 
10 
7 
5 
23 
9 
!.!m!. 
5147.1 
10119.9 
Time 
-
4147.2 
4121.8 
7 
7 
4 
16 
13 
26 
23 
16 
65 
33 
(J\ 
w 
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one of his ·strong areas in fine.motor skills and that he does 
"beautiful work". Similar to the Tracing Outlines Task, Paul 
was capable of keeping within the outlines of the Glutng 
Cut-outs Task. He pasted the variou~ shaped cut-outs into 
their respective outlines keeping all cut-outs within the 
boundary lines. In the Pegs an~ Holes Task, he placed the 
small pegs into the small pegboard quickly and easily. A 
stopwatch was utilized from the beginning to time for speed 
of performance. Obviously, this was another task that Paul 
previously learned at home.and/or school. On the Liqs and 
Containers Task he was able to remove and secure all lids. to 
their respective containers except for the bottle cap, a task 
which was difficult for all subjects.. As pointed· ·out ·later 
in this~study, securing the ,bottle cap·was Qne task t'liat 
Paul met with no success. 
rln general, Paul'& fine motor skills were highly 
developed in comparison to Danny and Ge.orge and his rate of 
performance was a major determinate in ~aul's prog~ess and 
then refinement. In some cases where he demcsnstrated 
difficulty, training'focused on learning the skills-tG 
perform the manual dexterity tasks. 
Unlike the other two subjects ~ho demonstrated rapid 
~rogress in some areas, Paul exhibited steady progress and 
in some cases, none at all. en the Scr~wdriver Task he 
. 
experien~ed extreme difficulty. Initially he had difficulty 
keeping the screwdriver stable in the slot of the screw. As 
frustration built because of failure, he would resort to 
~5 
hammering in the screw. Difficul~y with this task ma~ have 
been due to (1) task complexity, (2) variabili~y in 
anatomical features in which the long fi~gered child may have 
certain manipulative advantages over .,the short fingered , 
8·· 
child~ (3) motivational procedures, and (4) an insufficient 
number of instructional sessions for the task. 
The tenth task (not foremeqtioned) was the Bead 
Threading Task. On this task Faul originally demonstrated 
slight difficulty. He could not conceive where to place his 
fingers on.the cord to string the beads. With ?l prompt of 
\ 
graduated guidance in placing his fingers at the most 
. 
comfortable pos.~tion on the card, he was. th~n successful at 
~ :-
, st::ringing beads. Howe~r, this was one ·ta:f$k ~~re there was~ 
-(,t:\ •*' 
l 
., 
" 1.: no carry over. 
~ 
Each subsequept se~sion he p~rformed. the Bead 
.. 
' 
Threading rrask, <he would hold the cord too'clbse to the end 
and ·~eeded the ~rornpt of graduated.g,i~dan~ to execute this 
' . 
task ,successful~y. Speed of performan~ was t~~en into 
account. ~s shown in Table 4. 7, Paul ,·S;- rate. of mat'lipulation 
improyed during several training sessions for ,the Pegs and 
noles Taskr Bean Placement Task, and BeaQ Threading Task• In 
the Pegs arid Hoi.es, "Task, ?aul performed well from the onset 
of training and timing was the next step to determine progress. 
~11 other tasks progressed as described. No observable· 
progress was :n,~t ir. th~ ·-ut:. and Bolt Board Task. From the 
' .. 
• 
Paul's Rate of Manipulation for the Pegs and Holes Task, 
Bean Placement Task, and Be~d Threading Task 
Initial Final 
Task 
. ..~ ~ 
,Time Trial Time Trial 
Sin?l.l Pegboard 
Right Hand 1&25 1108 
Left Hand 1,20 lc04 
Both Hands 1100 1:04 
1,5 Small Beans into Bags 
Right Hand la15 155 
Left Hand lall :52 
String 10 Small Bejlds'a 
, ' 
Both Hands la55 1149 
" 
m 
m 
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beginning Paul removed and secured all the nuts and bolts 
according to size. Minimal progress ·was met in the Knot 
Untying Task. Paul previously knew how to tie and untie knots 
' 
and bows. To increase the level of difficulty, Paul was also 
capable of untangling yaFn and cord that was knotted several 
times. Generally, performance of the Dressing Techniques 
and Shoe Lacing Task remained the same except for fastening 
and unfastening the small sized snaps which Pau� was able tQ 
execute after four training sessions. In the Tracing Out­
lines Task, apparent im�rovement was noted on the more 
difficult outlines. Initially, Paul did not connect the 
lines on the spiral or the che�kerboard forms. After 
several training sessions he was able to �race the outlines 
as designated. As mentioned earlier. tracing was one of ' . 
Paul's hi9hly developed fine motor skills. N� observable 
improvement was noted in the Gluing Cut-Outs Task. Paul was 
very capable on this task from the be�i�ning. The investi­
gator could possibly have provided more- complex outlines in 
this task to make it more challenging for her subject. No 
observable improvement was noted in the Lids and Containers 
Task. Paul's perform�nce remained the same. He was able to 
remove and secure all lids except for tpe bottle. cap which 
was much more tight fitting than the other lids to their 
respective containers. 
overall, throughout the training period, Paul 
appeared to demonstrate substantial progress in those tasks 
which were familiar to him. He appeared to make little or no 
r 
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progress on tasks unaccustomed .to him. Perhaps the training 
period was insufficient iri duration of time or motivational 
procedures were inadequate. 
Analysis of Test Scores 
The last three days involved post-testing Paul on 
fine motor performanc~ using the. Purdue Pegboard, the 
Crawfo~d small Pa~ts Dexterity Test, an,d the Stromberg 
Dexterity Test. Post-test scores are presented· in Table 4. s. 
Surprisingly Paul's post-test scores do not reflect his work 
during the training period. The Purdue Pegboard scores were 
lower in the post-test scores than in the pre-test scores for 
all test items except Assembly, and yet during the training 
period the subject appeared to improve substantially with the 
Pegs and Holes Ta~k. Op the othe+ hand, Paul demonstrated 
extreme difficulty when manipulating _implements as in th~ 
Screwdriver ~ask and yet post-test sco~es in the Crawford 
. 
Small Parts Dexterity Test Part I and Part II. wer~ higher 
than the pre-test scores. Paul scored higher in the second 
administration of the Stromberg Dexterity Test, which is 
basically matching colors, and yet no color'discrimination 
l 
task was included in this study. Paul also scored higher in 
the post:..test of the assembly part of the Purdue Pegboard 
than in the pre-test. The test required th~ use of both 
hands working together and this was a ~ill Paul performed 
well, Despite the unexpected post-tes~ scores progress was 
I! 
observed and noted by the invest;gator auring the 'training 
period. 
Paul•s Post-Teat Scores for the 
(1) Purdue Pegboard, 
(2) Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, and (3) Stranberg Dexterity Test 
Test' 
Purdue Pegboard 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity 
Test 
Stromber~ DeXterity Test 
Descriction 
Trial 1 
Right Hand 
Left Hand 
Both Hands 
~+L+~ 
Assembly 
With 6 pins 
With 6 screws 
Part I 
P,rt II 
5 
8 
6 
23 
13 
Trial 2 
8 
8 
3 
21 
12 
~ 
5:23.8 
8138.0 
Time 
-· 
3104.7 
3149.4 
Scorinq 
Trial 3 
. 
10 
5 
7 
16 
10 
Total 
23 
21 
16 
pO 
35 
70 
: supupa.j;y at., Findings. , .. 
; 1*-i ~ .... ,.,.,_,"'~ ... ~ ~~,. .... ,.. "'· -~--
Tl!i~-·st~y ~~:.t:;onducted to det$~1ne i( the fine 
motb~~JQ.il~ of.young ~rainable mentally retarded children 
. . 
Wi\n. P~f ~~QJD.~:t 9dl.{lq J)~;. inrp~o-ted,· .tb-}:'Ou.BAr,JIYS~~t.ic ~.ra.j.Q-· 
ing oo- specif ire man~l· dexte1i'ity taskS ~- To ass~& improvement • 
on 1:h~ sele~te~ tas~s sub]ective data was recorded ec\Ch 
. ~ 
sesEJion by the- investigator. In JI'able 4.9 a Summary of. 
Result~ on th& Troining Ta~~s and Related ~e~ts is presented. 
·Dl;le:. to the> 'limitation!· in this st1:1dy~ t}:la in:ves.t!-
gator cannot··,or~ ecientif ic' evidence that the subJects did 
improve·1n fine motor manipulation and tha~ improvement could 
be 'attrJbuted solely to the training program.i., The: resui:t.s of 
~. the· sttlc:i~~aze.}.l>Ul!d. pure1y.-oµ-; 'Obse,rvatioµ amt pi-e··~qi"' post,-
... ; .... 1,:j· " ~- ,)\;: Ji ~ 
;; tes6"~~-~·~<~i~ 1~:1:lfrt- a1I ... it11ree~uhje,c:ts 
detaotlstrat.Ehl, improvement, on· sixty per cent. o'f the dniJ.a1 
dexterif:'.$ task$ .. ·It appeared that. imprp~nt·on; sane tasks 
,tt ~ "' ,:, "' "' '!' ,,. 
~ .,.,, . ,;,: 
was. p,i:s· rap~ tha~ t~ itomed:tata ehange1 may ~. ~t:tri1:>uted to 
~- ~ ~ - rt 
the fact "tha't the subjects, already had a repertoira of skills 
readily adapted to perform with their ~nds and firige~s and 
momentarily they were' relearning ,the skill's. The remaining 
~ .,;t: 
forty .per cent, wher~ no apparent improvement was noted, was 
perhaps due to several variables such as motivational 
., 
procedures, inability to perform the task, insufficient 
number of training sessions, task complexity, and initially 
performing the task at the most diffif;Ult level. 
As a matter of interest the Purdue Pegboard, the 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, and the Stromberg 
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TABLE 4.9 
Summary of Re.~ulus on the Trainl.ng 'J'a~k~ an,g 
Related Tests 
Observations During Training 
No Related George's Performance 
,on Task Improvement Improvement Tests 
Nut a,nd BQlt Board 
Pegs anq- HQl~s 
Knot Unt~ing 
Bead TQ.reading 
Bean Placement 
Tracing Outlines 
Gluing Cut-Outs 
Dressing, Techniques 
and Shoe Lacing 
Lids·and Containers 
Sckewdriver Manipu-
lation 
George's Test Resu-lts 
Purdue Pegboa,rd (PP) 
Crawford Small Parts 
• Dexterity Test (CSPDT) 
Stromberg Dexterity Test 
(SOT) 
X PP, CSPDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X CSPDT 
X PP,CSPD't,SOT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X PP,CSPD'l',SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X CSPDT 
Improvement No Improvement 
X 
X Part II X Part I 
X 
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TABLE 4.9 Continued 
Observations During Training 
f Danny's ..Performance 
on, Task Improvement No Improvement Related Tests 
Nut artd Bolt Board 
Pegs and. Holes 
Knot Untying 
Bead Threading 
Bean Place~nt 
Tracing outlines 
Gluing cut-outs 
Dressing Techniques 
and Shoe Lacing 
Lids and Contafrters 
Screwdriver .?A..ariiptt-· 
lation· 
Danny•s Test Results 
,_ 
Purdue Pegboard (PP) 
Crawford Small Parts 
Dexterity Test (CSPDT) 
Stromberg.Dexterity T~st 
(SDT) 
.. 
X PP, CSPDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X CSPDT 
X PP.,CSPDT,SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
' 
'X PP, CSPD'I!, SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X PB,CSPDT.,SDT, 
X PP,CSJ:SDT,SDT 
X CSPllT 
Improvement No Improvement 
X 
X 
X 
.:. 
-, 
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TABLE 4.9 Continued 
Observations During Training 
Paul's Performance 
on Task Improvement No Improvement 
Related 
Tests 
Nut and Bolt Board 
Pegs and Holes 
Knot Untying 
Bead ~Threading 
Bean Placement 
Tracing Outlines 
Gluing Cut-:Outs 
Dressing Techniques 
and Shoe Lacing 
Lids and Containers 
Screwdriver Manipu-
lation 
Paul's Test Results 
Purdue Pegboard (PP) 
X· PP,CSPDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X CSPDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X PP;CSPDT,SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X PP,CSPDT,SDT 
X CSPDT 
Improvement No Improvement 
X 
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity 
Test (CSPDT) X 
X Strcmberg Dexterity Test (SOT) 
.. 
D~.xt~ii,ty Test ,we;e administered pri'or to and at the c~ple..,.· 
·-t~J:?.itlJ:>~lif'Ltr~~~h.<J;rPft~.'fo ;f~~~ .. ~seSaJ imp~t.• 
• i" ~·~ 'Ni' . '1'. ·jo 
GeqeraiJy, the manual dexterity< tests, indicated" improvement 
by all 'three"' subjects, but within the limita,tions 9f this· 
study-it ~s highly probable that the pre and post-eest scores 
were influenced by other factors. Specifically, during pre-
te~t:i'.ng ~ G~orge. w~s observant to -t;he environment a'.nd less 
attentive to the tests being administered and Danny was non-
cornpliant, both which ·undoubtedly resulted in low test J3cores • 
... 
During post-teati,ng,Dqnny· improved markedly and George, 
demonstrated substantial improvement. -On the other hand, 
Paul readily adjusted to the new environment and being" a 
c~pe'tit.!ya ddld .. performed. we I,.~ durillg"·the :pre-tests. 
Howeve~~ hitt past-test scores, "'(ere' l(!,,tei']''· ·Tl'ltf;'( ~y .have 
been due to sheer boredom of task -repet!tion or· any other .~ 
factor. Regardless of improvement o~ nQt:., limitations of the 
study prohibit the copciusion that improvement was due to the 
SYt?temat!c tra'inirig program employed in the· study. 
Discussion 
The case studies involved in this investigation have 
suggested that fine motor performance of the young Down's 
Syndrome child can be improve4 through a systematiq train~ng 
program. Generally, all three s~bjects exhibited a~parent 
improvement in arm, hand, and finger manipulation as 
demonstrated in their performance on the selected tasks dur-
ing the training period and further supported by the higher 
scores in all three post-tests. The purpose of this section 
75 
is to discuss the findings of this Jnvestigation. 
Similar to the stages of development for the normal 
child from arm and hand manieulation to fingers and hand 
manipulation, the DS subjects follow the same pattern of, 
development at a later chronological age. As expected, 
m~nipulative movements of the arm and hand were much more 
developed than the manipulative movements of the fingers and 
hands. Developll!ent of the use of the hand and. fingers has 
receiyed attention f~om Gesell, e~. a1~ 9 in their description 
of ma~ipulative development of the youi:ig child. Early stages 
of development of no,:mal children indicate steady adjustments 
of directeq arm and hand movements until the age of fifteen 
months when prehension becanes deft and· precise. The child 
has almost complete Jn?lStery over his·fingers but.11-0t.over ~is 
to.ols .1o f3Y· eighteen months the child can build towers. of, 
three or four blocks (arm and hand manipulation) and his· 
manual dexterity skills continue to in~rease sp tha~ by age 
four he is able to fasten and unfasten.buttons, lace shoes, 
and use scissors tQ attempt the cutting of a s.traight line 
(fingers and hand manipulation). 
The selected tasks in this study th~t directly 
involved arm and hand manipulation (Pegs and Ho;es Task, Lids 
~ 
ind Coqtaioers Task, and Gluing Cut-Outs Task) ,were ea~ily 
performed by the subjects from the onset of the investigation. 
9Gesellt et, al., loc. cit. 
lOibid, P• 80, 
r 
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01?9iously, arm ~~,-~-c~raihat!qn was a~skillt p1;eyiously 
•i 
dev-j!loped. The tafk.el:- ~t,rected, to ·arn;t .a'n,i hand movements were 
t' 
r inel.u4~a: i.~. "t.hiJS .stu?y. tq !9n};la.pce th9se skills al;-~a<,'ly 
master~•' 
Moift:· of tl:\Ef ·tat;JJcs' ·in this study involveel ·finger ,.and 
hand ma,nipuJ.~ti-on which included sma11·1tems on the Peg~ and 
,Hol.~fl. Task •. ,Bean PJ-.acernent Task, -Bead Threadj.ng Task,,. Tracit)g 
dut.lines Task.- Dressing Techniquee and Shoe La,c;ing Task, 
Knot Untying- Task, and tne Nut:, and Bolt Board Task·. Tip of 
'<' ... 
the finger manipulation ie a.skill alt subjects exhibited 
overall irnprovernent,as demonstrated. in-th~ir perforrnanc~ on 
the selectep. tasks. The ,,higher scores and in scme cases, 
· rap~d -progr.ess may bi attribµtE%d to (1) .. famiJ.+~z:i.'t'-Y of 'the 
. .. ,' 
task·,don~ at Si,Chobl .ana/o:C ati bane• ,(2) ·-\_ r~~:Jrtoj.r&' of' Skills· 
readily adapted tQ pe:r;form the,-.de~tred task, ( 3 }, r~ition 
of the task, and/or (4) rno_tivational pro<:;:edures. 
Io.. some individt..tal· cases (as discusseB, ln:, the case 
studies) apparent, improvement was not;. noted • .Inabil:ity to 
prO<:!ress tn,, 'task mani1::mlation may, have been gue to (1) task 
cornpl,exity; (2) variability in anatomical features in which 
the long fingered child has certain manipulative advantages 
over the short fingered child, 11 (3) motivational procedures, 
and/or (4) an insufficient number of instructional sessions 
for the task. 
Progress was slow; however, it appears that imr,rovP.-
11share and French, lo~. cit., se~ a:\,so Gesell, et.al., 
,loc. cit. 
•l 
,lDE:!nts were,made by �ll; .three.sw,jects as was illustrated in 
...... , , . -
eaah ,su}:1.je_pt. • � t;_asi<{ ,pe.rzqrmaI?,ce and f ur;t.her supported by
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FO!t'i�a-1;;,sq,ot�s.. .. Ge��;;a::l�y, all three: subjects ,improved in 
. •' 
the,}l'.lc(.��). cfiexte�ity, tests, fr()ijl p:r;e-t�st to post-test except 
for ·�wo instaµ9e9,: Mp.ere th�. test resurt;s. do not correlate 
with ,'ia1iy ·pbserv.t3:f�.ons, recor�e" dqri11g 'the ,t.ra:i,ning period. 
Tl')e�!=f ,incqnsistencies. 1;� the post.-tes.t: ·scores, rnay be due to 
(\} mot:ivatiqna'.4 ·procedures, _{2) subject's heal.th at that
timE.t--'otf_:,pC?,s'l;,,,t.El,,t:t.ng, (3J ina.}?ility to t,ransfex.: similar fine 
mot.qx:, sl<:ills fl!Gi1,'ll.. oft.e task to �pother., ( 4 Y the. aubject' s 
att�tude at the time of post-testing, and/ol::' (5) environmental 
stimuli;. 
__ Pr99";"�J3S w�� np,: cJ_��ly defiheq; .da.i.).y,� .hut when 
reviewing .daily obserwt.ioh notes:-·,frellt ;t"fte, onset .of the 
traini�q p�ripd to the· final stages,i. progress waa clearly 
e�iden�. Kirk1� stated that one charac.teristie of retarded 
childrep;, :ls. tl'iat t;.hey do· not learn as rapidly as others of 
the Sc!lltte chft<;n.ol!=X,11cal 'ag_e. Fu;'ther., �_iqhts, Hyman, and
W9znyl3 adopt the position that some retardates have- known 
physiological defects, whereas the majority,of retardates are 
not defective or pathological, but are essentially normals of 
low intelligence whose slower rate of development is a 
particular manifestation of the general developmental process. 
12Kirk, lac. cit.
13Robert M. Knights, Joseph A. Hyman, �nd 1".ari us A.
Wozny, "Psychanotor Abilities of Familial, Sra.in Injured, and 
Mongoloid Ret.�rded Children," American Journal 'of Mental 
DeficiensY� 70:454-7; 1965. 
,':' 
I 
.. 
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Iif t:e· •\19l{"~ll!t;~ tll ~hi.a case study that the DS 
~~ . 
.,. 
:tndJ.~~4.1.Mli-:c:ct.Pt ~r~ .at. •. &'OUJlCJ age on::"~n~l d•x~rity 
ta•;... D~~lf~d t}ia~"the .,saanipula~ive, a~il.~ o~ ·DS-
1n<H.9iduais ~is de~ctcmt .. blit. can. be strengtM,n~. 1iy a · 
syat.~l<t tlriliniQg! ,pr*.Jliant.• Further, Port 15, Suggested that 
train~-.ahould begiq at sev,tn. years old ancl even younger. 
S'ev.er~ stuc:liee,·d•onatrated tbai:--succesn• coul~ ·'bt 
achieved in var1ous man.QBL dexterity skills after two years 
of traµitng the J>a•:adult~. 
4 
D1ffercuu:e• in performance between children may have 
been a function of..prior experience. 16 Other poaeibilities 
are· visuaL impairment which is always suspect: in. DS 
chtldmrt,t;"I ~bil.itj: ,izt .an8*,CDidal. ·fea.~·~ which the 
l()lb1,, fmg&.rsd: child may ,,have certain mahipulat:~ advantages 
o-ver thet .. ~ fihge:r~, chil.d, 18 and mot.:J.va.1:11:mJr~ differ-
enc:es.19 
14x.angdon a.~ Down, "Observa.tionS' on an s.t:hnic Classi-
fication of Idiots," London Hospital Lecture Reports, 31259, 
1866. · 
_ lSsamuel a. Fort, "The Training of an Idiotic Hand," 
Assoc~a~ion of Medical Officers and American Institutions 
for I'Fiotic and Feebleminded Persons Proceedings,P. 547,1895. 
16st1ehl, loe. cit. 
17John C1ausen, "Behavioral Characte:ttistics of Down 
Syndrane Subjects," American Joq.rnal of Mental Deficiency, 
731118-26, 1968. 
18Gesell, et. al., loc. cit., see also Share and 
French, loc. cit. 
19stiehl, loc. cit. 
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When presenting each task. demonstratiOD and 
explanation appeared to be more effective than explanation 
alone. which may be due to the unfamiliarity of the task or 
the way children learn. 
The major question po'aed in tl'\e present study was 
f to determine- if' 'the .. fine motor skills of yo~ trainable 
retardateu$, with 'Down.'$ smdrq•e .could' 'O& ,imprQved' :through 
systematic trainfng on speci~c manual dexterity ~asks. 
Three DS--boys,.· ages ni'ne, "ten; and eleven, were 
trained individually on ten selected manual dexterity tasks 
for a per.iod of seven weeks , Monday through Thursday, -for 
thirty minute sessions each: c!ay_. Subjective data were .., 
obtained" for -each task throughdut· the e;itire train£ng 
l 
per:i:od. Investigator demonstration, explanation. ·and 
assistance were given 'dons·equent upon. the manipulation of 
the selected tasJts. A descriptive analysis for noting 
change ih performance for each. subject was outlined in 
Chapter IV. 
A.s·expectedf progress was slow. However, it appeared 
that ~mprovements were made by all three subjects on the 
manual dexterity tasks th~oughout the training period and 
in the Purdue Pe~board, the Crawford Small Parts Dexterity 
Test, and the Stromberg Dexterity Test. Accomplishments 
·~ 
made by the subjects suggest that fine motor coordination 
can be improved throu9h systematic training. However, the 
exclusion of a control group and other limitations in this 
-so-
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s~ud~ p;qbi~i~ at~rib~ting r,sults solely to the training 
I -pr~am. 
The taska! which ~ppe~red most practical and 
,• 
prc:Qist.ng in deveioping manva,l. dexterity Bkills included 
the .pega,~s.':,:i~ijJi, Bean Placement Task. Bec!ld Thread-
ing Task, Dre~si~g, Techpiques and Shoe Lacing Task, and the 
Nut and Bol~~oaid Task. Genera~ly these, taa)aJ ~ere 
performed successfully by all three subjects and demon-
str~te~ the hig:he~t p!ircentacies of improvement in ccmparison 
to the other ~a.akS r- ~ Screwdriver Task may be useful in 
training specifically for sheltered workshop employment, 
but it was not succe.ssfully performed by any subject in this 
investig~:tion-. The remaining task& ,of gluing cut-outs, 
tracing outlines·, knot. untying, and securing and: removing 
lids to. their res;pec:tive containers are tasJcs that appear 
to be practical and. may be useful, depending. upqn ·the 
individual., 
Overall performance or the three subjects suggests 
that fine motor performance can be improved at an early age 
through systematic training sessions. 
Cohclusion 
Although the trainable mentally retarded children 
with Down~ Syndrome appeared to improve in their fine motor 
coordination, the limitations of the study prohibit attribu-
ting changes in performance to the systematic training 
program employed in the study. 
,. 
Rec~nd.a_tions ,for P)Mber.-.Rcseaq;~ 
I -
Listed below are suggestions for future studies, 
1~ Enlarge the population. 
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2.- Inolude female and male subjects it) a study or 
investigate the fine motor performance of 
young female DS individuals. 
3. Study a younger group of DS individuals. 
4. Ex.tend the length oC-time of the training 
program. 
s. Conduct an experimental investigation with a 
control.~grQUPr:_ s ~ 
6. Utl1:±zEf different modes of reinforcement. 
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APPENDIX A 
MANUAL DEXTERITY TASKS 
Nut and Bolt Board1 
I -
1. Objectivesa 
a. 'l'o develop integration between physical and. 
pei-ceptual functions. 
b. 'l'o develop fine hand and finger coordinat_ion. 
c. 'l'o develop skills in noting similarities and 
differences. 
d. To develop utilization of the tactile-kinesthetic 
sensations. 
~ 
e. 'l'o lengthen the chil<i's attention span. 
2. Materials.,· - • 
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A board ten inches wide by twelve- inches in length and 
one inch thick, standing on edge. Holes are bored into 
the board to receive bolts of d~ren~ diameter. The 
selecti.on· includes machine; carriage, a.nd stove bolts. 
Matching nuts ar~ provided. 
3. Subject Matters· 
Discrimination of size, manual dexterity. 
4. Procedure, 
Place a bolt through one of the holes in the board. 
Demonstrate placing the nut on the screw end of the bolt. 
Have the subject repeat the demonstration until he is 
capable of performing_ the task. Then place two other 
bolts which are in small contrast ~n size into the holes, 
and have the subject find the proper nutfl to fit those 
bolts~ Proceed to more difficult presentations. 
lMax G.· Frankel, William F. ·Happ, and Maurice P. Smith, 
Functional Teaching of the MentallX Retarded, Illinois, 
8 8  
'  
8 9  
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Pegs and Holea2 
1. Objectives, 
a. To develop the ability to note similarities a~d 
differences. 
b. 'l'o impz;ove the subject's (hand) coordination. 
c. To devel~ eye, arm, and hand coordination. · 
d. To aid in increasing tne--subject•a attention span. 
2. Mater~als1 
This task consists o~ three phases, three wooden 
peg boards· ..w..t.th appropriate sized pegs which the 
subject will be required to place in the holes. Phase I 
consists of a one foot square pegboard with four holes 
one an4 one-half inches in diameter. There are two 
sizes of pega,av.ailable for this board. One set.being 
one and seven sixteenth inches in diameter and six 
inches high, the other set one inch pegs in diameter 
and foui: inches· high. Phase II consists of a six inch 
square pegboard with sixteen holes, each one-half inch 
wide. Two sets of pegs are also available for this 
board, one set being seven sixteenth inches in diameter 
and f~.and one-half inches high. The other set three 
eighth inches in diameter and three inches high. In 
Charles G. Thomas, 1960. 
2a.o. Fredericks, 0 A Comparison of the Doman-
Oelacato Method and Behavior Modification Method Upon the 
Coordination of Mongoloids," Teac!ting Research Project #RD-
2753-p- (13, January, 1969-. 
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Phase III the pegboard is three inches square and 
consists of sixteen holes, each one-quarter inch in 
diameter. Two sets of pegs are also available for this 
board. One set of pegs is two inches high and three 
sixteenths irich in diameter, another set of pegs is 
four inches high and one-eighth of an inch in diameter. 
3. Subject Matter: 
Discrimination of size; spatial orientation; manual 
dexterity. 
4. Proceo.ure: 
The purpose of this task is to have the subject 
place all the pegs of the wider diameter in each of the 
peg holes. Different sized pegs and boards are 
considered necessary in this task in order to allow 
some of the subjects who have very poor coordination to 
achieve success on the pegboards. The smaller diameter 
pegs in each phase will fall into the holes if the 
subject can approximate the peg and hole. The subject 
will not proceed to the next phase until he can success-
fully place all the pegs of the wider diameter in each 
of the peg holes. once all three phases are completed 
successfully, he will then work for a better time each 
trial and/or place the pegs in vertical or horizontal 
patterns. Also, the subjects will perform the task 
first with his preferred hand, then with his non-
preferred hand,.and then with both hands. 
9 2  
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5. Illustration: Pegs and Holes continued 
5 .  
I l l u s t r a t i o n :  r e g s  a n d  H o l e s  c o n t i n u e d  
Knot Untying3 
1. Objectives: 
a. To develop finger dexterity. 
b. To develop physical-perceptual coordination. 
c. To aid the subject to note similarities and 
differences. 
d. To develop the ability to attend to stimuli. 
2. Materials: 
Smooth curtain cord in one yard length. Heavy 
wrapping string·, colored cotton wrap, knitting yarn, 
colored thread. 
3. Subject Matter: 
Physical-perc~ptual coordination, manipulation. 
4. Procedure: 
95 
Allow the subject to untie simple knots at first, 
and gradually.develop the ability to handle difficult 
knots. As progress indicates, knots are tightened and 
made more dif~icult (for example, by tangling knitting 
yarn and sil~ thread together). Two to five strands are 
used; colors are used to trace position of strings • 
. 3 Prankel, Happ, and Smith, loc. cit. 
9 6  
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Bead Threading4 
1. Objectives: 
a. To develop eye, finger, hand, and arm (physical-
pe~ceptua+> coordination. 
b. To lengthen the subject's attention span. 
c. To develop finger dexterity. 
d. To develop a sense of color discrimination. 
2. Materials: 
Large white spools; medium sized colored spools; 
assorted medium sized beads; assorted small beads; cord. 
3. Subject Matter: 
Discrimi~ation of fonn, size, and colqr; manual 
dexterity. 
4. Procedure: 
The subject is introduced to the process of string-
ing, using large white spools on a large cord. As the 
subject gains finger and hand dexterity along with eye 
coordination, ·gradually smaller spools of different 
colors, and finally, the beads are presented to him. He 
is then encouraged to string the beads according to a 
pattern. For more difficult presentations, time for 
speed of perforzt:tance. 
s. Illustration: Bead Threading 
... 
" .. 
,i 
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Bean Placements 
1. Objectives: 
a. To develop manual dexterity. 
b. To develog the ability to attend to stimuli. 
c. To develop spatial orientation. 
a. To develop eye-hand coordination. 
e. To develop discrimination. 
2. Materials: 
Twenty-f~ve kidney beans, twenty-five lima beans, 
and twenty-five peas. Soup bowl, dixie cup, and sand-
wich size ziplock bag. 
3. Subject Matter: 
Spatial orientation, manual dexterity. 
4. Procedure: 
This task requires the subject to place the 
different sizes of beans into the containers, that is to 
put all the kidney beans in the soup bowl, then into the 
dixie cup and 'last the ziplock bag. He will then do the 
same with the lima beans and then with the peas. He will 
perform the task first with his preferred hand, then with 
his non-preferred hand,,and then with both hands placing 
the beans in the containers. Variations: (1) instead of 
placing all t~enty-five beans in each container, set a 
limit, for example place ten beans in the bowl and time 
for rate of manipulation; (2) instead of having beans in 
separat~. pil,~s, have the beans mixed together and have 
the subject sort the beans according to size. 
100 
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5~ Illustrations Bean Placem&nt 
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Tracing outlines 
1.. Object.tves, 
a. Ta develop manual dexterity. 
b. To develop fine eye-hand coordination. 
c. 'l'o develop. t.,.._ ability to see relationshipa in terms 
of size. positiQP.• color, &Qd shape of figures. 
d~ To aid tbe subject to evaluate his own work for 
errors and corrections • 
e. • To aid the subject to attend to st1ml111. 
..... _ .. 
~,"',: 
2. Materials, 
Crayons. Piet:es of paper with dotted vertical and 
horizontal ,lines, squares, circles, triangles, and such 
complex figu:ces as demonstrated. 
3. Subject Mattera 
Discrimination of form, ·manual dexterity. 
4. Procedure, 
In this task the subJec; is required to trace the 
lines drawn on several sheets pf pa.per. Begin with the 
simple geometric figures, that is the lines, squares, 
circle, triangle to the canplex·ftgures. Variation - to 
color within the outline of various figur,s. 
5. Illustration:· Tracing outlines 
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Tracing Outlines continued 
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5. Illustration: Tracing Outlines continued 
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Gluing Cut-Outs 
• 
1. Objectives: 
a. To develop manual dexterity. 
b. To develo,p eye-hand coordination. 
c. To provide for the subject opportunities for noting 
similarities and differences. 
d. To aid the subject to attend to stimuli. 
2. Materials: 
Glue, paper cut-outs, and pieces of paper with 
geanetric designs and pictures (face, dog, clock, etc.) 
3. Subject Matter: 
Spatial orientation, manual dexterity. 
4. Procedure: 
The subject will glue the pieces of paper within 
designated lines. Begin with large outline for smaller 
piece of paper then to the outline and paper of equal 
size. Also, begin with the simpler shapes and then 
work with the more complex pictures. It is important 
that the subject put the correct shape into the corre-
sponding outline and stay within the lines. 
1()7 
c:, 
.., . Illustration: Gluing Cut-Outs 
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5, Illustration, Gluing Cut-outs continued 
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5. Illustrations _ Gluing Cut-outs continued 
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Dressing Techniques and Shoe Lacing 
• 
1. Objectives: 
a. To develop manual dexterity. 
b. To aid the subject in as~UI'lling responsibility for 
his self-care. 
110 
c. To aid the subject to identify the various dressing 
techniques of buttoning, lacing, tying, etc. 
d. To lengthen the subject's attention ~pan. 
2. Materials: 
Forms made of cloth covered porous rubber on which 
are sewen various kinds of buttons, zippers, snaps, 
hooks and eyes. Weighted cement foot forms and shoes, 
shoe laces. 
3. Subject Matter: 
Dressing skills, manual dexterity. 
4. Procedures 
The subject holds forms, one at a time, against his 
body, to simulate clothing, and proceeds to practice 
buttoning, hooking, zippering, and snapping. In shoe 
lacing, he practices with the toe of the shoe pointed 
away from his body. Also, when kneeling on a chair ~ith 
one leg; the subject practices with the shoe in front of 
his knee, agai_n with the toes of the shoe pointing away 
from his body. 
111 
5. Illustration: Dressing Techniques and Shoe Lacinn 
• 
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5. Illustration: Dressing Techniques and ~hoe Lacing continued 
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5. Illustration: Dressing Techniques and Shoe Lacing continued 
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5, Illustration: 
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Dressin~ Techniques and Shoe Lacing continued 
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5. Illustration: Dressin~ Techniques and Shoe Lacing continued 
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5. Illustration: Dressing Techniques and Shoe Lacing con ti ·1 4•; 1 
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Lids and Containers 
1. Objectives: 
a. To develop fine finger-hand coordination. 
b. To develop utilization of the tactile-kinesthetic 
sensations. 
c. To lengthen the subject's attention span. 
2. Materials: 
Tupperware containers with snap lids, bottles with 
screw on lids, caps for soda bottles, and, caps for soda 
cans. 
3. Subject Matter: 
Discrimination of size, manual dexteritr• 
4. Procedure, 
The subject is required to remove and secure the lids 
of their respective container, beginning with the least 
tight fitting lid and working in a progression to the 
more difficult lids and containers. 
.. 
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Illustrations Lids and Containers 
\ 
.. 
· Screwdriver Manipulation 
1. Objectives: 
a. To develop fine finger~hand coordination. 
b. To length~n the subject's attention span. 
c. To develop integration between physical and 
perceptual functions. 
d. To develop utilization of the tactile-kinesthetic 
sensations. 
2. Materials: 
A board f.our by four inches and one inch thick. 
I 
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Holes are bored into the board to receive screws of 
different diameter. A 1arge and small screwdriver with 
screws are prqvid~d. 
3. Subject Matter: 
Manual dexterity, discrimination of size. 
4. Procedure: 
Place a screw ·in one of the holes in the board. 
Demonstrate turning the screw in the board with 
utilization of the screwdriver. Have the subject 
manipulate the other screws. Proceed to more difficult 
presentations. 
120 
s. Illustrationc Screwdriver Manipulation 
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A P P E N D I X  B  
T R A I N I N G  S C H E D U L E '  
DATE 
-
5/2/74 
5/6/74 
5/7/74 
5/8/74 
5/9/74 
5/13/74 
5/14/74 
5/15/74 
5/16/74 
TRAINING SCHEDULE 
~UAL DEXTERITY' TASKS 
Pegs and Holes Task 
Bean Placement Task 
Tracing Outlines Task 
Nut and Bolt Board Task, 
Bean Th.reading Task 
Bean Placement Task 
Gluinq Cut-Outs Task 
Screwdriver Task 
Dressing Techniques and 
Shoe Lacing Task 
Kno~ µntying Task 
Li"ds, and Containers Task 
Pega and Holes Task 
Nut and Bolt Board Task 
Bead Threading Task 
screwdriver Task 
Tracing Outlines Task 
Knot Untying Task 
Pegs and Holes Task 
Dressing 'l'echniques and 
Shoe Lacing Task 
Lids ap.d Containers Task 
Bean Placeme:nt Task 
Gluing Cut-Outs Task 
Tracing Outlines Task 
Nut and Bolt Board Task 
Bead Threading Task 
Screwdriver Task 
Dressing Techniques and 
Shoe Lacing Task 
Knot Untying Task 
Pegs and Hales Task 
Lids and Containers Task 
Nut and Bolt Boar.d Task 
Tracing. Outlines 'Task 
Bean Placeme.nt Task 
Gluing Cut-Out,.s Task 
Bead Tb.reading 'Task 
Knot Untying Task 
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~ 
5/20/74 
5/21/74 
5/22/74 
5/23/74 
5/27/74 
5/28/74 
5/29/74 
5/30/74 
6/3/74 
TRAINING SCHEDULE (cont.) 
MANUAL ,DEXTERITY TASKS 
Dressing Techniques and 
Shoe Lacing Task 
Pegs and Holes Task 
Screwdriver Task 
Nut' and Bolt Board 
Tracing Outlines Task 
Gluing Cut-Outs Task 
Lids and Containers 
Bean Placement Task 
Nut and Bolt Board Task 
Bead ,Threading Task 
Pegs and Holes Task 
screwdriver Task 
Bean Placement Task 
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Lids ·and Containers Task 
Gluing Cut-Outs Task 
Dressing Techniques and 
Shoe Lacing Task 
Tracing Outlines .. Task 
Nut and Bolt Board Task 
Knot Untying Task 
Bead Threading Task 
Pegs and Holes Task 
Lids and Containers Task 
Screwdriver Task 
Gluing Cut-outs Task 
Bead Threading Task 
Bean Placement Task 
Knot Untying Task 
Dressing Techniques and 
Shoe Lacing Task 
Tracing Outlines Task 
Screwdriver Task 
Pegs and Holes Task 
Nut and Bolt Board Task 
Bead Threading Task 
Gluing Cut-Outs Task 
Dressing Techniques and 
Shoe Lacing Task 
Knot Untying Task 
PA!! 
6/4/74 
6/5/74 
6/6/74 
TRAINING SCHEDULE (cont.) 
MANUAL DEXTERITY TASKS 
Lids and Containers Task 
Pegs and Holes Task 
Bean Placement Task 
Tra.cing outlines Task 
Knot Untying Task 
Dressing Techniques and 
Shoe Lacing Task 
Gluing Cut-Outs Task 
screwdriver Task 
Bead Threading Task 
Bean .Placement Task 
Tracing outlines Task 
Pegs and Holes Task 
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APPENDIX C 
.. 
SAMPLE TASK SHEET 
A. overall Performance 
4 Successful 
Sample Task Sheet 
3 - Performs with slight difficulty 
2 - Performs with extreme difficulty 
1 - Cannot perform task 
B. Preferred Hand Performance-
4 - successful 
3 - Performs with slight difficulty 
2 - Performs with extreme difficulty 
1 - cannot perform task 
c. Non-Preferred Hand Performance 
4 - Successful 
3 - Performs with slight difficultr 
2 - Performs with extreme difficulty· 
1 - Cannot perform task 
D. Performance with Both Hands 
4 - Successful 
3 - Performs with slight difficulty 
2 - Performs with extreme difficulty 
Comments: 
1 - Cannot perform task with both hands 
E, Consistency 
3 - Always consistent with performance 
2 - Will be consistent when reminded 
1 - Never consistent; pattern always changes 
12~ 
SAMPLE TASK SHEET (cont.). 
F. Speed of Performance 
Time: 
G. Behavior 
4 - Good 
125 
3 - Listens and performs; but will easily be distracted 
2 - Listens and performs occasionally 
1 - Non-compliant 
H. Additional Conunents 
